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THERE IS NO R ELIG IO N  H I G H E R  T H A N  T R U T H .

[ Family motto of the Maharajahs of Benares.1

A FT RE AT OUR PRINTERS.

The present issue of the Throsojihist will reach its readers a week late. 
The delay is caused by a serious fire which broke out a few weeks ago at the 
printing establishment, in Popliam’s Broadway, Madras, of Messrs. Thompson 

| md Co., who have printed the Theosophist for the last two and a half years,
| and been engaged for a considerably longer time on the work of the Indian 
Section.

It is with the greatest regret that we received news of Messrs. Thompson 
and Co.'s very heavy loss, for the firm, as far as we are concerned, and we have 
no doubt too as far as other customers’ interests were concerned, have always 
been prompt and business-like in their undertakings and have striven to give 
every possible satisfaction. We feel snre our readers will join us in wishing 
Messrs. Thompson & Co. a speedy rally from their present misfortune.

— , — , ctxx JXI/U.J. a j u u i jtfitcii way, as ttierc
were no direct trams or other public conveyances going direct from 
the one house to the.otlier. She called in trumpet tones for the maid, 
and ordered her to set off instantly with the note and bring the 
answer. The poor girl told her that the dinner would be spoilt, and

* 1 shall bo under great obligations to any friend who wishes well to this his
torical sketch, if he (or she) will give or lend me for reference any interesting 
documents, or any letters written them during the years 1875, 6, 7 and 8, by either 
H. P. 15. or myself, about phenomena, the occult laws which produce them, or events 
in the history of the T. S., or any newspapers or cuttings from the same relating to 
the same subjects. Loans of this kind will bo carefully returned, and I shall be glad to 
refund, if desired, any expense for postage incurred by the senders. Reminiscences 
of occult things shown by H. P. 15., if described to me by the eye-witnesses, will be 
specially valued. I may not live to get out a second Edition of my book, and wish 
to make the first as interesting and trustworthy as possible. One ought not, at the 
ago of sixty-one, to trust too much to one’ s own memory, although mine seems not to 
fail me as yet. Friendly Editors will obligo very much by giving currency to this 
rei|iiest. TT. S. O.
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t h e r e  i s  n o  r e l i g i o n  h i g h e r  t h a n  t r u t h .

[Family motto of the Maharajahs of Benares.]

OLD DIARY LEAVES*
( ' JIAl’TEl? X X IX .

OUR H. P. B. was, even in her youth— to judge from her early por
traits—a plump person, and later in life became very corpulent, 

It seems to have been a family peculiarity. In her case it was largely 
due to the manner of life she led, taking next to no physical exercise 
whatever, and eating much, unless seriously out of health. Even then 
she partook largely of fatty meats and used to pour melted butter by the 
quantity over her fried eggs at breakfast. Wines and spirits she never 
touched, her boverages being tea and coffee, the latter being her especial 
favonrite.

Her appetite, while I knew her, was extremely capricious, and she 
was most rebellious to all fixed hours for meals, hence a terror to all cooks 
and the despair of lier colleagues.

I remember an instance at Philadelphia which shows this pecu
liarity in an especial degree. She had one maid-of-all-work, and on 
this particular day a leg of mutton was boiling for dinner. Sudden
ly H. P. B. bethought her to write a note to a lady friend who lived 
at the other end of the city, an hour’s journey .each way, as there 
were no direct trams or other public conveyances going direct from 
the one house to the.other. She called in trumpet tones for the maid, 
and ordered her to set off instantly with the note and bring the 
answer. The poor girl told her that the dinner would be spoilt, and

* 1 shall be under great obligations to any friend who wishes well to this his
torical sketch, if lie (or she) will giro or lend me for reference any interesting 
'locuments, or any letters written them during the years 1875, G, 7 and 8, by either 
h. P. B. or myself, about phenomena, the occult laws which produce them, or events 
"i the history of the T. S., or any newspapers or cuttings from the same relating to 
the same subjects. Loans of this kind will be carefully returned, and I shall be glad to 
fdund, if desired, any expense for postage incurred by the senders. Reminiscences 
ol occult things shown by 11. 1’ . B., if described to me by the eye-witnesses, will be 
Specially valued. I may not live to get out a second Edition of my book, and wish 
L make the first as interesting and trustworthy as possible. One ought not, at the 
^eof sixty-one, to trust too much to one’s own memory, although mine seems not to 

me as yet. Friendly Editors will oblige very much by giving currency to this
pest. Tl. 8 , 0 .
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she could not possibly get back until an hour beyond the usual time. 
H. P. B. Avonld not listen anil told her to begone at once. The cook 
looked despairingly at me, but I motioned for her to go, and she went. 
Three-quarters of an hour later H . P, B. began complaining that the 
stupid idiot of a girl had not returned ; she was hungry and wanted 
her dinner, and sent all Philadelphia servants to the devil en masse. In 
another quarter of an hour she had grown desperate, and so we Avent iloAvn 
to the kitchen for a look. The pots of meat and vegetables, of course, Avere 
set back on the range, the tire was banked, and the prospect of dinner 
Avas extremely small. H. P. B.’s wrath was amazingly vehement, and 
so thero Avas nothing for us but to turn to and cook for ourselves. When 
the maid returned she was scolded so roundly that she burst into tears 
and gave warning ! At N cav York, if any nice visitor chanced to be there, 
either the dimier Avould have to Avait indefinitely, or he or she or they— 
for it made no difference— Avould be asked to come in and dine, and the 
portions provided for us two had to be divided and sub-divided for per
haps four people. At Bombay it Avas AA'orse : one day the dinner Avould 
be put off two hours and another H. P. B. wonld demand to be served 
an hour before the time ; and then frighten the Avretched Goanese ser
vants into fits, because the vegetables were lialf-boiled and the meat half- 
cooked. So Avlren Ave removed to Adyar, 1 determined to put a stop to 
this bother, and I built a kitchen on the terrace near H . P. B .’s bed-room, 
gave her a set of servants to herself, and let her cat or go Avithout as 
she pleased.

1. found, on visiting her in London after her removal there, that 
the same old system was in vmgue, H . P. B .’s appetite having become 
more capricious than ever owing to the progress of disease, although 
every possible delicacy Avas provided by her friends to tempt her. 
Poor thing! it Avas not her fault, although her ill health had been 
largely caused by her almost life-long neglect of the rules of digestion. 
She was never a vegetarian while I knew her, flesh diet seeming to 
be indispensable for her health and com fort; as it is to so many 
others in our Society, including myself. L knoAv many Avho have tried 
their best to get on Avith Aregetable diet, and some, myself for example, 
Avho have followed up the experiment for several years together, yet 
have been forced finally to revert to the diet they Avere brought up on. 
though much against their Avill. Some, on the contrary, like Mrs. Besant 
and other prominent Theosophists I could name, have found themselves 
much healthier, stronger and better on non-flesli food, and gradually 
acquire a positive loathing for meat in any of its forms. A ll Avhicli 
verifies the old proverb, “ What is one man’s meat is another man's 
poison.” I think that neither blame is Avarranted in the one case nor 
praise in the other, because of the regimen one chooses by preference. 
It is not Avhat goes into the mouth that defiles a man, but what lies in 
his heart. A  Avise old saying, Avortli remembering by the self-righteous-

H. P. B. Avas, as all the Avorld knoAvs, an invetei’ato smoker. She 
consumed an immense number of cigaretf.es daily, for the rolling of
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which she possessed the greatest deftness. She could even roll them with 
her left hand while she was writing ‘ copy’ with her right. Her devoted 
Ixmdon physician, Ur. Mennell, has the most unique present she could 
have given any person : a box, with his name neatly carved on the lid, 
which contains several hundred cigarettes that she rolled for him with 
her own hands. She sent it to him just before her death, and the Doctor 
has it laid by as a souvenir of doubtless his most interesting and 
illustrious patient.

While she was writing “ Isis Unveiled” at New York, she would 
not leave her apartments for six months at a stretch. From early 
morniug until very late at night she would sit at her table working. 
It was not an uncommon thing for her to be seventeen hours out 
of the twenty-four at her writing. H er only exercise was to go to the 
diniug-room or bath-room and back again to her table. A s she was 
then a large eater, the fat accumulated in great masses on her body: 
her chin doubled and trebled ; a watery fat formed in her limbs and 
hung in masses over her ankles ; her arms developed great bags of adi
pose, which she often showed visitors and laughed at them as a great 
joke; a hitter one as it proved in after years. AVhen “ Isis” was finished 
and we began to see ahead the certainty of our departure, she went 
one day with my sister and got herself weighed: she turned the 
scales at 215 lbs. (17 stone 7), and then announced that she meant to 
reduce herself to the proper weight for travelling, which she fixed at 
156 lbs. (11 stone 2). H er method was simple : every day, ten minutes 
after each meal, she had a wineglass of plain water brought her ; she 
would hold one palm over it, look at it mesmerically, and then drink 
it off. I forget just how many weeks she continued this treatment, 
but finally she asked m y sister to go again with her to be weighed. 
They brought and showed me the certificate of the shopkeeper who 
owned the scales, to the effect that “ The weight of Madame Blavatsky 
this day is 156 lb s !”  So she continued until long after we reached 
India, when the obesity reappeared and persisted, aggravated with 
'h'opsy, until her death.

There was one aspect of her character which amazed strangers, 
aid made her very attractive to those who loved her. I mean a sort

childish delight that she exhibited when certain things pleased
V  very much. She was sent into transports of joy on receipt of a
bo:
»e

x of caviare, sweet, cakes and other delicacies from Russia, while 
Were at New York. She was for having us all taste them, and 

I protested that the fisli-roes had the flavor of salted shoc- 
ler> she was almost ready to annihilate me- A  crumb of cake 

^chanced to be in a home newspaper she had had sent her, served 
1 memento of the entire home life at Odessa. She described to 
her beloved aunt Nadjejda, sitting late at night in her room, read-UO i.1 °  °

t|6 ctle papers while nibbling one of those very same sweet biscuits ; and 
^6l1 the different rooms in the house, the occupants, their habits and 

She actually wrapped the crumb in a bit of the newspaper and
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laid it under her pillow to dream upon. In my Diary of 1878, 1 find ail 
entry for Sunday, July Id, 1878, about a seaside trip avc took took Avith 
Wimbridge. It says :

“ A superb day, bright sun, cool, pleasant air, everything charming. We 
three took a carnage, drove to the beach and all bathed. H. P. B. present
ed a most amusing appearance ; paddling about in the surf, with her bare legs, 
and shoAviiig an almost infantile glee to be in such a splendid magnetism.”

At Madras she received the present of several toys in scroll-saw 
fj'et-Avork, from her aunt. Some of comical design she brought out to 
sIioav all visitors until the novelty bad worn off. One, a Avail-pocket in 
ebony and calnmander Avood, hangs in lier old bed-room at Adyar, Avliere 
I am noAV writing.

On lier table in NeAV York stood an iron savings-box, modelled like 
a Gothic tomb or temple— one cannot, say Avhicli— Avliieh Avas to her the 
source of constant delight. Tt had inside a slit in the dome, an innocent- 
looking round table-top on a pillar. This Avas connected Avith a crank 
on the outside, and if a coin Avere placed on it and the crank turned, the 
coin Avould presently be SAvept off through a slot and fall inside, from 
Avhence it could only be removed by unscreAving a certain small plate at 
the bottom. W e made this our collection -box fo r  the A rya  Samaj, and 
H. P. B.— but I shall let the reporter o f the N. Y. Star speak for himself 
on this point. In that paper for D ecem ber 8 , 1878, it  is Avritten :—

“ Madame Blavatsky, or, as she prefers to be called, H. P. B. (she hav
ing sent the title of ‘ Madame’ to look for that of ‘ Countess,’ Avhich she 
threw aAvay before) was enraptured Avith the idea. ‘ 1 will fill my little 
temple Avith dollars,’ she cried, ‘ and I  shall not be ashamed to take it to 
India.’ The temple she referred to is a small, but intricate structure, with 
an entrance, but no exit, for money contributed to the Arya Samaj. It is 
solidly constructed of cast-iron, and is surmounted by a small ‘ Dev.’ H. P.B, 
kindly explained to the reporter that ‘ Dev’ Avas a Sanskrit word, differ
ently interpreted as god, or devil, or genie by different nations of the East. 
The casual.visitor to the Lamasery is frequently invited to place a small coin 
on the top of the temple, and to turn a crank. The result is im-ariably the 
great glee of the Theosophs, the discomfiture of the casual visitor, and the 
enrichment of the Arya Samaj, for the coin disappears in the process.” »

The same Avriter, I find, says som ething nice about the mural pic
ture in dried leaves, of a tropical jungle, that I  m ade.in our dining-room, 
and that Avas described in a recent chapter. W e thought of making a 
lottery among our friends of the furniture o f the Lam asery, and this Avas 

to be one of the prizes. The Star reporter says :—
•‘ Perhaps one of the most remarkable things in all the collection of unique 

prizes is one which has no claim to be considered magical. It  is a mural orna
ment, so elaborately beautiful and yet so simple, that it seems strange that it 
is not fashionable. On one of the Avails of the dining-room of the hoav famous 
ilat is the representation of a tropical scene, in which appear an elephant, a 
tiger, a huge serpent, a fallen tree, monkeys, birds and butterfl ies, andtwoor 
three small sheets of Avater. It is neither painted nor drawn, but the design 
Avas first cut out in paper aud then autumu leaves of various hues Avero
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¡tfted on, while the water was represented by small pieces of broken 
mirror. The effect is remarkably beautiful, but the winner of the prize 
fill probably need magical art to remove it in good condition, for it Las 
been in its place so long that the leaves are dry and brittle.”

The jocund side o f H . P. B .’s character Avas one of her greatest 
charms. She liked to say w itty things herself and to hear others say 
them. As said above, her salon was never dull save, of course, to those 
who had no knowledge o f Eastern literature and understood nothing of 
Eastern philosophy, and to them  time m ight have dragged heavily when 
H.P. B. and W ilder, or Dr. W eisse, or some other savant were discussing 
these deeper depths and loftier heights o f thought by hours together. 
Yet even then she spoke so unconventionally, and formulated her views 
Avith so much verve and startling parodox, that eA’en if the listener could 
not follow the thread o f her thought, he must admire i t ; as one may the 
Crystal Palace pyrotechnics, although he does not knoAv the chemical 
processes employed to m anufacture the pieces. She caught up and 
made her oavii any quaint phrase or Avord as for, instance, “  flapdoodle” ,
" whistle-breeches,” and several others Avhich have come to be regarded 
as her own inA'ention. In our play-times, i. e., after finishing our night- 
work, or when visitors came, or, rarely, Avheu she Avanted to have a 
little rest, she Avould tell me tales of magic, mystery and adventure 
and in return, get me to Avliistle, or sing comic songs, or tell droll 
stories. One of the latter became, by two years’ increment added on 
to the original, a sort of mock Odyssey of the Moloney family, Avhose 
innumerable descents into matter, returns to the state of cosmic force, 
intermarriages, changes of creed, skin and capabilities, made up an 
extravaganza of Avliicli H . P. B. seemed never to have enough. She 
would set me going in presence of third parties, much to my dis
gust sometimes, and enjoy their surprise at this rough and ready 
improvisation. It was all recited in an Irish brogue, and Avas a mere 
fanfarronade of every kind of nonsense ; dealing extravagantly Avith 
the problems of macrocosmic and microcosmic evolution ; the gist of 
the whole thing being that tlie Moloneys were related by marriage 
to the Molecules, and that the two together generated the supreme 
potency of Irish force, Avliicli controlled the Aricissitudes of all Avorlds, 
suns and galaxies. It Avas, as compared Avitli the trifling story from which 
it developed, like the giant Banyan tree as compared Avith its tiny seed- 
germ. She got at last to call me Moloney, both in speaking and writing, 
siid I retaliated by' calling her Mulligan. Both nicknames Avere caught 
®p by our friends, and my old boxes of archives contain many letters 
to her and myself, under those Hibernian pseudonyms.

•She Avas a splenid pianist, p laying Avith a touch and expression 
that were simply superb. H er hands were models— ideal and actual— 
ôr a sculptor and never seen to such advantage as Avhen flying over 
toe keyboard to find its m agical melodies. She Avas a pupil of Mosche- 
^and when in London as a young girl, Avith her father, played at a 
toarity concert Avith Madame Clara Schumann and Madame Arabella
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Goddard in a piece of Schumann’s for three pianos. During the time 
of our relationship she played scarcely at all. Once a cottage piano was 
bought and she played on it for a few weeks, hut then it remained closed 
ever after until sold, and served as a double book-shelf. There were 
times when she was occupied by one of the Mahatmas, when her 
playing was indescribably grand. She would sit in the dusk some
times, with nobody else in the room beside myself, and strike from the 
sweet-toned instrument improvisations that might well make one fancy 
he was listing to the Grandharvas, or heavenly choristers. It was the 
harmony of heaven.

She had a bad eye for colors and propoi’tions in her normal state 
and very little of that tine aesthetic taste which makes a woman dress 
herself becomingly. I have gone to the theatre with her when I 
expected the house to rise to us. She, a stout and remarkable-looking 
woman, wearing a perky hat with plumes, a grande toilette satin dress 
with much trimming, a long, heavy gold chain about her neck, attached 
to a blue-enamelled watch, with a monogram on the back in cheap 
diamonds, hanging from it, and on her lovely hands a dozen or fifteen 
rings, large and small. People might laugh at her aside, but if they 
caught her stern eye and looked into her massive Calmuck face, their 
laugh soon died away and a sense of awe and wonder possessed them.

She was at times generous to the extreme, lavishly so, at others the 
vei'y opposite. When she had money she seemed to regard it as 
something to be got rid of soon. She told me that she spent within two 
years a legacy of 85,000 roubles (about 1,70,000 rupees) left her by her 
grandmother, in desultory -wandering over the world. A  good part of the 
time she had with her a huge Newfoundland dog, which she led by a 
heavy’ golden chain !

She was a most downright, plain-spoken person, when not ex
changing politenesses with a new acquaintance, at -which times she was 
grand-dame to her finger-tips. No m atter how  untidy she m ight be in 
appearance, she bore the ineffaceable stamp of h igh  birth ; and if she 
chose, could be as dignified as a French Duchess. But in her ordinary, 
everyday life, she was as sharp as a knife in her sarcasm and like an 
exploding bomb in her moments of anger. The one unpardonable sin, 
for hex’, was hypocrisy and society aii’s. Then, she was merciless, and 
the sources of various languages w ere exhausted to cover the victim 
with contumely. She frequently saw as in a m irror, clairvoyant!}', the 
secret sins o f men and women whom she encountered ; and if they hap
pened to be particularly pi’one to speak o f Theosophy Avith disdain or of 
herself with contempt, she would pour the vials of AA'rathful candour upon 
their heads. The ‘ oAver gude’ folk were her abhori’ence, but for a poor, 
ignorant but fi*ank person, Avhether reputable or the opposite, she had 
always a kind Avoi’d and often a gift. Unconventionalit-y Avas with her 
almost a cult, and nothing pleased her m ore than to do and say things to 
shock the prudish. For example, I  find an entry in m y d ia iy  to the 
effect that, on a certain evening, she put on her night-dress, Aventto bed,
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und received a roomful of company, gentlemen and ladies. This was 
jfter the fashion of l’oyal and noblo dames of pre-revolutionary days in 
Kurope. Her palpable sexlessness of feeling carried all this oif with
out challenge. No woman visitor would ever sec in her a possible 
rival, no man imagine that she could be cajoled by him into com
mitting indiscretions. She swore like the army in Flanders, but 
meant no harm, and if her uncommon predilection in this respect 
had not been so much noticed and denounced by the sticklers for 
propriety—themselves, as she clairvoyantly saw, sometimes smug sin
ners behind closed doors— she would doubtless have given it up. It is 
inhuman-nature, and was in her nature superlatively, to keep doing 
forbidden things just out of a spirit of revolt. I knew a lady onoo 
whose child caught from the farm servants the habit of saying wicked 
words. The mother, a most exemplary lady in every respect, was heart
broken about it. Whipping and other punishments only made matters 
worse, and no better result was obtained from the last expedient of 
washing out the child’s mouth with bar soap after he had been heard 
sweariug. At last some sensible friend advised tlie parents to try what 
would come of paying no attention whatever to the bad language. The 
plauwasa complete success, and within a few months the culprit 
swore no more. H. P. B. felt herself in revolt to every conventional 
idea of society, being in beliefs, tastes, dress, ideals and behaviour a 
social helot ; so she revenged herself by showing her own commanding 
talents and accomplishments, and causing society to fear her. The 
world was to lier an empty sliam, its prizes but dross, her waking life 
a lugubrious existence, her real life that of tlie night when, leaving the 
body, she would go and sit at the feet of her Masters. So she felt little 
else than scorn and profound contempt for the blind bigots and n arrow- 
thinking men of science, who had not even a stray glimpse of the truth, 
jet who would judge her with unrighteous judgment, and conspire to 
silence her by a conspiracy of cal umny. For clergymen as a body she felt 
hatred, because, being themselves absolutely ignorant of the truths of 
the spirit, they assumed the right to lead the spiritually blind, to keep 
the lay conscience under control, to enjoy' revenues they had not earned, 
and to damn the heretic, who was often the sage, the illuminatus, the 
adept. We had one scrap-book into which we used to paste paragraphs 
from the newspapers telling of the crimes of clergymen and priests 
"ho had been brought to justice, and before we left for India there 
"as a large collection of them.

H. P. B. made numberless friends, but often lost them again and 
%them turned into personal enemies. No one could be more fascinat- 

th an  she when she chose, and she chose it when she wanted to 
'W  persons to her public work. She would be caressing in tone and 
"■anner, and make the person feel that she regarded him as her best, if 
1101 her only friend. She would even write in the same tone, and I 
“̂nk I could name at least a dozen women who bold her letters saying 

t h e y  are to lie her successors in the T. S., and twice as many men
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and received a room ful of com pany, g en tlem en  and ladies. T h is  w as  
after the fashion of royal and noble dam es of pre-revolutionary days in 
Europe. Her palpable sexlessness of fee lin g  carried all this off w ith 
out challenge. N o w om an visitor w ould  ever see in her a possiblo  
rival, no man im agine th a t she could be cajoled by him  into co m 
mitting indiscretions. She swore like th e arm y in Flanders, but 
meant no harm, and if  her uncom m on predilection in this respect 
had not been so m uch noticed and denounced by the sticklers for  
propriety— them selves, as she clairvoyantly saw, som etim es sm u g sin 
ners behind closed doors— she w ould doubtless have given it up. It is 
in human-nature, and w as in her nature superlatively, to keep doing  
forbidden things ju st out of a spirit of revolt. I  knew a lady oneo 
whose child caught from  the farm  servants the habit of saying wicked  
words. The mother, a m ost exem plary la d y  in every respect, was heart
broken about it. W h ip p in g  and other punishm ents only m ade m atters 
worse, and no better result w as obtained from  the last expedient of 
washing out the child 's m ou th  w ith  bar soap  after he bad been heard  
swearing. A t last some sensible friend advised the parents to try  w hat 
would come of paying no attention w hatever to the bad language. The  
plan was a complete success, and w ith in  a few  months the culprit 
swore no more. l i .  1\ 13. fe lt herself in revolt to every conventional 
idea of society, being in beliefs, tastes, dress, ideals and behaviour a 
social helot ; so she revenged herself b y  show ing her own com m anding  
talents and accom plishm ents, and causing society to fear her. The  
world was to her an em pty sham , its prizes but dross, her w aking life 
a lugubrious existence, her real life th at of the night when, leaving the 
body, she would go and sit at the feet of her M asters. So she felt little  
else than scorn and profound contem pt for the blind bigots and narrow- 
thinking men of science, who had not even a stray glim pse of the truth, 
yet who would judge her w ith  unrighteous judgm ent, and conspire to 
silence her by a conspiracy of cal iimny. For clergymen as a body she felt 
hatred, because, being* them selves absolutely ignorant of the truths of 
the spirit, they assumed the righ t to lead the spiritually blind, to keep 
the lay conscience under control, to enjoy' revenues they had not earned, 
and to damn the heretic, w ho was often the sage, the illuminatus, the 
adept. W e had one scrap-hook into which we used to paste paragraphs 
from the newspapers tellin g  of the crim es of clergymen and priests 
who had been brought to justice, and before we left for India there 
was a large collection of them .

I H. P. Jb made num berless friends, but often lost them  again and 
I ^w.them turned into personal enemies. N o  one could be more fascinat- 
I lnR than she when she chose, and she chose it when she wanted to 
I law persons to her public work. She would be caressing in tone and 
I  n’apr>er, and make the person feel that she regarded him as her best, if 
I  tly ^6r 0n^  ^ 0Ufl* ^  h e would even write in the same tone, and 1 
I  tlj'^  ̂ couhl mime at least a dozen ’women who hold her letters saying  
I  t h e y  are to be her successors in the T . S ., and twice as many men
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and received a roomful of company, gentlemen and ladies. This was 
after the fashion of royal and noble dame« of pre-revolutionary days in 
Enrope. Her palpable sexlessness of feeling carried all this off with
out challenge. Xo woman visitor would ever see in her a possible 
rival, no man imagine that she could be cajoled by him into com
mitting indiscretions. She swore like the army in Flanders, but 
meant no harm, and if her uncommon predilection in this respect 
had not been so much noticed and denounced by the sticklers for 
propriety—themselves, as she clairvoyantly saw, sometimes smug sin
ners behind closed doors— she would doubtless have given it up. It is 
in hnman-natnre, and was in her nature superlatively, to keep doing 
forbidden things just out of a spirit of revolt. I knew a lady once 
whose child caught from the farm servants the habit of saying wicked 
words. The mother, a most exemplary lady in every respect, was heart
broken about it. Whipping and other punishments only made matters 
worse, and no better result was obtained from the last expedient of 
tasking out the child's mouth with bar soap after he had been heard 
swearing. At last some sensible friend advised the parents to try what 
would come of paying no attention whatever to the bad langnage. The 
plan was a complete success, and within, a few months the culprit 
swore no more. H . P. B. felt herself in revolt to every conventional 
idea of society, being in beliefs, tastes, dress, ideals and behaviour a 
social helot ; so she revenged herself by showing her own commanding 
talents aud accomplishments, and causing society to fear her. The 
world was to her an empty sham, its prizes but dross, her waking life 
a lugubrious existence, her real life that of the night when, leaving the 
body she would go and sit at the feet of her Masters. So she felt little 
else than scorn and profound contempt for the blind bigots and narrow- 
thinking men of science, who had not even a stray glimpse of the truth, 
vet who would judge her with unrighteous judgment, and conspire to 
silence her by a conspiracy of calumny. For clergymen as a body she felt 
hatred, because, being themselves absolutely ignorant of the truths of 

j the spirit, they assumed the right to lead the spiritually blind, to keep 
the lay conscience under control, to enjoy revenues they had not earned, 
and to damn the heretic, who was often the sage, the illuminatus. the 
adept. We had one scrap-book into which we used to paste paragraphs 
from the newspapers telliug of the crimes of clergymen and priests 
who had been brought to justice, and before we left for India there 
was a large collection of them.

H. P. B. made numberless fx*iends, but often lost them again and 
saw them turned into personal enemies. X o  one could be more fascinat- 

■ mg than she when site chose, and she chose it when she wanted to 
! draw persons to her public work. She would be caressing in tone and 

®>rner, aud make the person feel that she regarded him as her best, if 
, her only friend. She would even write in the same tone, and I 
1 tbink I could name at least a dozen women who hold her letters saying

that tlipy are to lx? her successors in the T. S.. and twice as many men
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whom she declared her only real friends. 1  have a bushel of such 
certificates, and used to think them precious treasures, until after com
paring notes with third parties, I found that they had been similarly 
encouraged. With ordinary persons like myself and her other associ
ates, I should not say she was either loyal or staunch. We were to her, I 
believe, nothing more than pawns in the game of chess, for whom she 
had no heart-deep love. She repeated to me the secrets of people of 
both sexes—even the most compromising ones—rthat had been confided 
to her, and she treated mine, 1 am convinced, in the same fashion. In 
fact, she once blurted out to a drawing room full of guests, not one of 
whom I should have dreamt of taking into my confidence, the story of 
my domestic trouble, and when I hotly resented it, called me an idiot 
before them all, and said that the whole thing had been most creditable 
to me and I was a fool for wishing to keep it secret! lint she was loyal 
to the last degree to her aunt, her other relatives, and to the Masters; 
for whose work she would have saci'itieed not only one, but twenty lives, 
and calmly seen the whole human race consumed with fire, if needs be.

Where was there a human being of such a mixture as this mysterious, 
this fascinating, this light-bringer H. P. 13. "? Where can we find a per
sonality so remarkable and so dramatic ; one which so clearly presented 
at its opposite sides the divine and the human ? Karma forbid that I 
should do her a feather-weight of injustice, but if there ever existed a 
person in history who was a greater conglomeration of good and bad, 
light and shadow, wisdom and indiscretion, spiritual insight and lack of 
common sense, I cannot recall the name, the circumstances or the 
epoch. To have known her was a liberal education, to have worked 
with her and enjoined her intimacy, an experience of the most precious 
kind. She was too great an occultist for us to measure her moral 
stature. She compelled us to love her, however much we might know 
her faults, to forgive her, however much she might have broken her 
promises and destroyed our first belief in her infallibility. And the 
secret of this potent spell was her undeniable spiritual powers, her 
evident devotion to the Masters whom she depicted as almost superna
tural personages, and her zeal for the spiritual uplifting of humanity 
by the power of the Eastern Wisdom. Shall we ever see her like 
again? Shall we see herself again within our time under some other 
guise ? Time will show7.

II. S. Ol.COTT.
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THIROO-MANTRA.

B y  T iiiro o  M u l a r .

ON IN ITIA TIO N .
I  Descending from Heaven and in redemption of Karmas, assuming 

¡¡lody, placing His gracious feet with earnestness on my head, and melting 
viewith his tenderness. He pointed out, to me interior happiness and. removed 
#it/ impurities.

C om  m e n t a r y .

This verse is in reference to wlm t his Guru did to the author.
“ Descending- from H eaven.”  The Guru is treated with as much 

reverence as God him self, for* he is Paramatma plus a corporeal body. 
Paramatma is Sat-chit-ananda, i. e., truth, knowledge, or jnanam, and 
beatitude. The Guru, spiritualty speaking-, is all these. Incarnation or 
the assumption of a bodily  fram e, is an act o f descent from  a celestial 
or non-material spiritual condition  to a plane lower down where gross 
material elements predom inate. E volution o f Paramatma is an act of des
cent from a higher to a. low er plane, and involution is just the reverse. 
Noalio observed, when you touched a human body, you touched heaven. 
This is quite time.

Assumption of a bod}' is in redem ption of Karmas. Every person 
has to undergo birth or births on account o f his Karmas. In the body 
thus assumed, enjoying or suffering w hat K arm a necessitates, he is able 
to get rid of further births and deaths b y  follow ing a course o f practice 
calculated to bring about involution  backw ard into the spiritual condi
tion.

Considered from a com prehensive spiritual point o f view, Para- 
matma takes a body as he wills, but his choice is not limited by condi
tions external to himself. C reation itself is a matter o f His will. So a 
Guru identical with Param atm a takes a body o f His own accord, and has 
no type of frame forced on H im . In a less comprehensive sense, the 
future body determined to a person is in accordance with His indepen
dent desires, in spite o f external forces to the contrary, or when external 
pressure is absent or being present is indefinite.

“ Placing his gracious feet with earnestness.”  Grace is one of the 
characteristics of Paimmatmn. The live acts ascribed to him are crea
tion, preservation, destruction, retention, and distribution of grace. The 
primordial creation is m erely  a m atter o f “  divine play.”  Periodic sub- 
^uent creations after each P ralaya or Mahapralaya, are the result of 
diviue grace, which confer boons upon individuals in proportion to 
^extent and nature o f their Karm as in a prior creation. The Guru 

j 58 a special incarnation o f Param atm a, a im ing at the spiritual liberation 
j disciple, shows a special grace to him. Hence the expression in 
’ tlle verse.

 ̂ ilie placing o f feet on the head is indicative of two things. Firstly,
highest point from w hich  a d iscip le  begins is the lowest from which

o
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the Guru has developed himself, or from which he is to develope lu‘.sdis< 
ciple till the latter attains the height o f his G uni's advancement. 
other words, it means that any height w hich a human soul attains is hui 
natural to man, and he has sinrply to clim b a succession of steps Ju 
order to reach it. .Secondly, that the starting-point o f progressive deve
lopment lies in humility combined with devotion. Placing his feet on 
the head is the usual net whereby a Guru evinces his approbation of his 
disciple.

The Guru must place his gracious feet on his disciple. Without a 
gracious disposition toAvards his disciple, the Guru cannot achieve any 
substantial deAadopment in him : earnestness in the Guru’s attitude to
wards his disciple acting as an incentive to progress in the disciple.

Melting Avitli tenderness’’, is a token o f intense love, in that element 
eA'eiything is fused ; im purity is eradicated  and fhe soul is purified. Jn 
this process of fusion, anil purification, there occurs the dawn of higher 
intellection and divine beatitude.

The act o f  fusion  and puritiention b e in g  an internal act, the source 
o f  happiness m ust be internal also.

d. Our Xandi icith the forehead-eye removed our impurities. He tlul 
so by causing the eye of grace to be opened and by slunnug a streak-like, 
tapering light ichich impurities cannot approach, and fixed coral in a crystal.

CoM.AIKXTAUV.

Nandi means one who is an em bodim ent of bliss, 01* one who distri
butes beatitude. We shoAved in th e last verso th at the removal of im
purities is incidental to the developm ent of internal ligh t and jnanaiu 
and bliss in us. The forehead-eye is the “  th ird-eye,"’ or the spiritual 
eye which every person iloA elopes in th e course of yoga practice. It is 
called a forehead-eye, as the light deAvlopes in th e forehead between the 
eye-broAvs at a point called Brail maraud brain. A aliantliar says that 
the seat of Nandi is the circular tire in th e m iddle betAveen ihe eye

brows.

Liberation  from  im purities, w h ich  a y o g i  attains, is the result of 
diATin e  grace. T he inception  a n d  th e  en d  are in grace . 1 lie Guru i,s 
Param atm a, b y  his grace , opened th e  Avay o f  liberation  fo r  the disciple 
and th e d iscip le  com bin in g  krvo w ith abstraction , is the  fittest object of 
d iv in e  grace  and so gets it and attains sp iritu a l liberation  in unification 
with Param atm a.

Im purities are betokened by d a rk n ess  o r  ign ora n ce  (A v id y a ).  ̂
ness cannot apyiroach th e ligh t d ev e lop ed  in a y o g i, f t  m ust flee t'r011 
it. L ight is the sym bol o f kn ow ledge . It is in  th e  inner light thllt 
deA'olopes in a y o g i, th a t time jn a n a m  begins, l ie n e e  tlie im puiid^ 
w hich are the resu lts o f  ignorance ca n n ot a p p roa ch  th e  ligh t deAelop 
in him .

T he light appearin g  in a y o g i is said to  be a streak o f tape ^  
ligh t by  a con stru ctive  process on ly- First, a spherical light aid
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ami the eyes sec it just in contact Avitli the point midway between 
the eve-brows in the forehead. As the process of concentration is car
ried on, the circular light becomes smaller and smaller and thus the 
mental function is by degrees neutralised. A  series of circles each 
smaller than the one preceding, must ultimately taper to a point and 
hence the description in the text. The above significance is embodied 
in the caste-marks of the Hindus.

Crystal is an index of transparency or clearness. When clearness 
results, muddiness or illusion ceases and true jnánani develops. We 
saw true jnanarn resulting' from the development of light in us. The 
light which appears above the forehead is white, or yellow, or red. What 
appears inside the head is of diverse colors. Out of poetic taste, the 
author has compared it to coral which is itself diverse in color. The 
appearance of light in knowledge is like the presence of coral in a glass. 
Coral is said to be fixed in glass, as by fixity of attention alone complete 
merger takes place and the light and jnánam are developed.

•it. Of the three things culled Vail (Lord), Pas'u (Life or Jivdtma) and 
Fid a (Illusion or Mayó), Pas'u and Pas'aw are alike co-eterval with Pali; 

Pun and Pas'am remain as such till they approach J’ati or Lord. When 
fay approach Pati, they cease altogether.

COJIMEXTAKV.
This verse disposes of tire cosmological and ontological questions 

that have been engaging human attention from time immemorial. In 
one sense the view expressed in the above verse represents the Sidhantha 
(Ss£/r,j$) School of thought. But it is capable of harmonizing all 
difference of opinion on the matter-. According to the author in another 
part of his work, Pati, Pas'u and Pas'am co-exist together eternally. The 
meaning of the verse can be best understood in the light of the follow
ing passage from ¡S fit a Samhita : —

“What disappears or incurs destruction is Abiya. It is but a creation in 
fhit or jnanam itself. All created tilings undergo destruction. Liberation 
18attained by persons on seeing- Pati.”

j Vikara or modification in Paramatma for creation, Ac., is said to 
 ̂a tendency inherent in Him. Being inherent in him, the tendency 

j 18 in one sense co-eval with Him. In another sense the tendency 
• hunting form in Him is, in point of time or sequence, subsequent to
) and so it is not coeval with Him. A1 ay a disappearing in Him at
J time of Pralaya, or cosmic or individual merger, it is not a real

. ?• Alaya being the result of a tendency, or rather a tendency itself 
^Mit in Him. it cannot be reckoned, unreal. So it is both real and 
êal. The same reasoning holds good in the ease of Pas'u. The 
appearance of Maya (Pas'u) and Pas'am at the time of merger is dis* 

A^mnce in the presence of Pati. In the ease, of individual merger, 
as ^ltJ ljai'tieular Pas'u merged is concerned. Alfiya and Pas a 

^appeared, and in respect of other individuals concerned, they are
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still existent. Hence except in the case o f universal merger or (lissolu

tion, the disappearance of Pas'u and Pas'am are only relative. In tlie
case of individual dissolution, the individual dissolved resumes all the
elasticity possessed by Paramatma him self and becomes all in all,
one with Himself. These observations, when closely borne in mind, will
reconcile all apparent divergences o f schools of thought except the
realistic school which recognizes distinct dualities that strict logic
would show untenable. The matter treated in this verse is so wide and»
comprehensive that it is scarcely feasible to compress it in the limited 
compass of a note.

4. An fire originates in a. bumboo by f  riction, so (toil residing in my 
body as in a temple, menaces my impurities with greater tenderness even thou 
a mother, becoming.a bright sun, an embodiment of grace and, compassion.

C o m m e n t a r y .

Fire is latent in a bamboo. So God is latent in the human body. 
Fire is developed out of the bamboo by friction, so by a conflict or fric
tion between the material and spiritual tendencies o f man, when the spi
ritual tendency predominates, Paramatma becomes more and more visible 
to Him. Fire is not distinct from the bamboo, but it is a subtle power 
inherent therein and developed out of it, being in part identical with it. 
So is God in relation to man.

The human body is the temple of Paramatma. Temple-construction 
and temple-puja are symbolic of the seat of Brahman or Paramatma in 
the human body.

I’he presence of God in the human body is only natural. The 
Divine element pervading every where, must be found in the human body 
also. This is a rough way of justifying the proposition in the text. The 
more refined form may be stated thus. God is Sat-chit-ananda. That is, 
God is in the form of jnanam with bliss. As jnanam, lie must be known 
in knowledge only. The source of that knowledge is in the body. So 
God resides in the body.

God removes impurities. God is caught in the net of love or 
Bliakti. That is, he loves his disciples with as much love as that with 
which his disciples love him, nav more. Jt is by His grace that Avidya 
and Maya are removed and souls find liberation. Yoga-practice and 
jnanam resulting from it are, according to Vedavyasa, the means of 
securing Divine grace and thereby Moksham, but not the direct cause 
of salvation. The symbolical aspect of God supporting' His devotees is 
found in the Puranic description of S 'iva bearing Mrigam (the deer) 
in his hand. Mrigam is literally one who aspires after God, that is- 
His disciple or devotee. The proposition that God removes impurities 
is confirmatory of my observation that the Guru is God phis a corporeal 
body, inasmuch as the Guru is capable o f rem oving His disciple’s 
impurities.
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(Joel becomes a height sun. It is in the resplendent light that appears 
¡B iisas the result of Pranayanmm, Pratyaharam, Dluirami, Hhyanam 
,j Samadhi that we are able to see Paramatma or lira liman per sc.

The last part of the text needs no comment.
o. As in the case- of a burning-glass and. cotton, the buruing-g/tiss is 

not able to bum cotton by itself, but only in the -presence- of the sun ; so in the 
presence of the Aryan (excellent person) my impurities are destroyed.

0  O M M K X TAJ J V.

The Aryan or superior person herein referred to is either God or the 
Guru. The meaning varies slightly according to the interpretation. In 
the sense of God. impurities disappear when Jiva goes into the presence 
of God. {Vide verse 3, ante.) .In the sense of Guru, the meaning is that 
the Crum enables tlie disciple to clear away impurities by initiation. 
The simile adopted in the verse shows two things :

(1) that impurities however accumulated are capable of destruction 
by the grace of God or by the favour of the Guru ; and

(2) that Self, though in possession of the necessary powers, needs 
to be propelled by the external agency of a Guru or supported by the 
STace of God.

6. “ I have cleared away all impurities"— so saying, he removed them 
or kept me apart, showed me grace, and purified -my body and ‘ S'ira-bectme' 
mes. Then in the temple there arose the sense of happiness, and in the 

[ rc alisat ion of this felt [gratified internally.

CO M M EN TARY.

“ 1 have cleared away all impurities.” This expression shows the 
power of the Guru with whom to'w ill is to do and achieve. The very 
will of the Guru to clear away the moral impimties of the disciple 
amounts to his having effected such a clearance.

The expression “  kept me apart”  shows that the Guru selected me 
as a lit object of purification and psychical liberation.

" S'iva-become senses.”  The following lines from SiTta Samhita 
Hi. will perhaps make the meaning of this expression clear.

“ I pervade all things everywhere and J am a witness to all that is not 
everywhere. I am always com prehending what is knowu and wlmt is not 
blown. But these do not understand m e ; for they possess but a broken 
knowledge. There is nothing which knowledge does not comprehend and 
nothing beyond knowledge. For vessels, Ac., are but forms of knowledge, 
without knowledge themselves. There is nothing beyond knowledge, and 
knowledge does not differ from  knowledge. In case of difference the non- 

1 knowledge will become knowledge, and this is impossible.”

Knowledge and what possesses knowledge are identical.
The whole universe is an emanation from S'iva through His will, 
senses too as a part of the universe are an emanation from God. 

«cosmiy emanation from Him does not exclude his element in it,
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It is His Yikaram that 1ms been translated into the universe ailj  
this Yikaram is a part and parcel of himself, Generally speak
ing. my senses are the translations o f His modification and so they 
** S' iva-hecome senses.”  Speaking in a limited way, my senses are but 
the result of my modifications, which in nature do not differ from the 
nature of S'iva's modification, la m  S'iva. and my senses possess the 
element of S'iva.

7. The knowledge of the /ire senses is like the depth, of wider in un
known places. Knowledge is destroyed in knowledge itself and the (¡rent 
(turn ¡mints out the mark.

Commentary.

The knowledge of the disciple is till initiation a sense-given know
ledge only. The disciple is till then under the impression that his 
knowledge is very great. Hut this impression of its magnitude is akin 
to the fears of a traveller as to the depth of water in unknown places, which 
though shallow is supposed to be deep by him. The very ignorance of 
the traveller is the cause of the 4’ increased depth of the water. A 
person moving and having his being in the universe with sense-given 
knowledge only is a person travelling in unknown plaees, really ignorant 
of what is there. The Guru first tells his disciple that his sense-given 
knowledge is no real knowledge. A fter pointing out this fact, the 
Guru initiates Him into the true-knowledge wherein the apparent sense- 
given-knowledge disappears. Hence the expression in the t e x tk n o w 
ledge is destroyed in knowledge itself.”  Then the Guru points out to 
the disciple the main mark of practice.

The mark herein referred to is the process of Pranayam with its 
marks or seals (Mudra), three in number, viz, Bhairavi, S'amblmvi, and 
Khechari. These processes and Madras cannot be taught, in words.

8. Jv the swan (Hamsa) separates milk from water. so Self in the 
isolated temple, standing alone invoiced in the several Karanas, with duil;i 
increasing fire, possesses in itself the, seed capable of destroying re-births.

C o m m e n t a r y .

It is a belief among the Hindus that out of a mixture of water ami 
milk the swan has the power of separating the milk. As waf er and milk 
mix together apparently in an inseparable manner, so Soul and Karanas 
are found co-existing in apparently inseparable connection. As water 
mingled in milk is capable of being understood as milk itself, so flic 
soul also is capable of being understood as Karanas, or as what results 
from the co-operation of Karanas.

The soul is said to stand alone in an isolated pagoda, lor it i* the 
only reality in the universe, and there is nothing similar to it or second 
to it. it si«/«/*’, that is, it is the only permanent reality ; every other 
thing being subject to change.
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The soul has in itself the power of destroying re-birth. So long as n 
n is subject to the round of re-birth, he does not obtain liberation 

Jjloksham.
y Destroying the seed and growing in the process of separation, sure 

far'iyam originates. S' ica-yogis lie. like dead bodies, with senses, life and 
¡̂¡1 all merged in seeming unconsciousness.

C o m m en tar y .

The seed herein referred to is the seed of birth. That is, desires 
and all those arts done with an aim to the consequences. S'iva-yogis are 
said to he like dead bodies. That is, as the result of Yoga practice, 
sunk in Plivaim or Saniadhi, they lose all external activities, the 
power of their senses becomes altogether dormant and ihe function of 
their mind or Manas ceases.

The process of separation referred to in the text can be understood 
more by a practical student than by a verbal reader. As Yoga practice 
is carried on in solitude, free from external noises or any disturbance, 
in a condition of J )hyana or Samadhi, Nadains or sounds arise in the prac
titioner, and while absorbed in them the power of his senses becomes 
weakened and the process of separation from Kara lias goes on.

(!. Hamaswamy Jyeii.

fTo be continued.)

DREAM-INITIATION.
T\TASita dream? 1 was alone. In profound darkness. The air I 
M was breathing was pervaded by a subtle aroma. I was indisposed 

to move. Perfectly tranquil in mind and body. Reflecting on many 
things. At leugtli my thoughts turned to myself. Where was I ? How 
had I reached my present position? For what purpose was 1 there ? J 
tiied to move but could not. Was T powerless in myself or subjected to 
any kind of restraint ? J seemed to be in an uncovered stone receptacle, 
which compassed me on all sides. Was this a box ? A bear? A sarco
phagus ? Was it in a vault ? Had ! been buried alive ? The smell of the 
incense suggested that T had been buried. Recently buried. My mind 
was a blank as to what had preceded ami accompanied my burial, if 1 
was really entombed. Was i actually dead ? Strangely enough 1 bad no 
fear. 1 simply fell into a state of speculative wonder.

As I so wondered 1 became conscious of the influence of an unseen 
and unknown presence, and an intimation readied me, bow or by what 
means f cannot tell, that the bidden course of nature was about to be 
manifested to me. From that moment an attentive expectancy took 
possession of me.

Suddenly tlie darkness which surrounded me was tilled with 
brilliant sparks in rapid motion. These I was made to understand 

j represented the Revealers of life— of a life otherwise unknown. The
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reveal ers they represented were the heavenly bodies. The life these 
revealed was the otherwise unm anifested life o f space. Of this life 
space was the substance. O f this substance the heavenly bodies were 
the organs. The unmanifested life was sustained by  the substance in 
which it was concealed— by which it- was veiled. 'Plus substance was 
the medium through which that life  acted  : by  w hich it was supported. 
That life, acting on and through th is substance by its own life pro
cesses, the composition o f the suhstaimc tvas changed. The portion acted 
on Avas decomposed and germinal m atter constituted. If this germinal 
matter Avere suffered to accumulate, it Avould gradually obsenre the 
transparency of space and destroy its life-susta in ing  power. The function 
of the organs of space is to gather up this germ inal matter, or Cosmic- 
dust, from the space in which it has been sent forth  and the regions in 
Avhicli it is diffused. H aving gathered it up, these organs submit it to 
uses and pass it through changes w hich prepare it fo r  reunion with, 
and ultimately restore it to space, once more* fitted to sustain the 
unmanifested life thereof. These processes constitute that hidden course 
of nature about- to he unfolded, whose outcom e is m anifested life ; Avliose 
agency, the use of that life.

HaA'ing fulfilled their mission b y  im parting  the lesson transmitted 
through them, the sparks suddenly vanished.

Then, in the midst of a darkness blacker than ever, a luminous 
point appeared in the far distance. As it seemed to draw nearer, this 
point increased in size until it looked like the sun shining through a 
mist. Hut it had this peculiarity. Tight in itself, it did not. give out 
light, hut served to make the darkness still more intense.

This, it Avas suggested to me, shadow ed forth  Y l Ylohim. the God of 
gods.

As I gazed with surprise at this wondrous, this aAve-inspiring 
vision, three more luminous points cam e into view , and as gradually as
sumed the form  of solar orbs. These, the Ylohim  or gods, were smaller than 
Yl Ylohim, the God, paler and less im posing, and on a dim inishing scale 
as regards size, the third being m uch the sm allest o f the three. They 
were passing round 7A Ylohim, and th eir ch an gin g  relations, as they 
passed and repassed each other, suggested that the second of the throe 
was circling round the first, and the th ird  round the second, as they 
pursued their com bined course in a com m on path round the first seen 
orb, Avhicli thus becam e their central sun.

From this their central sun. YI Ylohim. a life-susta in ing energy, in 
the form  o f pulsating rays, proceeded, w hich upheld  them  from itself 
and Avithheld them from  each other.

These four bodies, it was intimated to me. represented the mani
fest ors of life and the agents through which manifested life took form 
and heincr.
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As I watched the individual and combined movements o f these 
9evend bodies with unwearying’ attention, T realized that a gradual 
change was taking- place in the fourth and last of the series— the third 
0{ the Elohim. It became more luminous, was not only light in itself, 
but gave out light which surrounded it like a luminous atmosphere ; 
and as it did so its three companions seemed to he slowly withdrawing 
from view : not that they entirely disappeared, for I was still able dimly 
to discern their positions.

While 1 was pondering over the meaning of these changes, the 
vision received a further extension, for 1 was now able to distinguish a 
succession of seemingly non-luminous bodies circling round the persis
tently luminous orb. That is to say, I concluded that they were circling 
round it, because they continuously passed and repassed as though 
oscillating- to and fro across it as it advanced in its course. These were, 
illuminated by the light flowing from  this their central luminary, 
which indeed had rendered them visible to me ; and reflected this light 
upon each other: and from  the varying brilliancy of the light they thus 
reflected, 1 assumed that they varied in tlieir distance from the sources 
of this light ,(and therefore from  each other as well as from myself) as 
they passed round it. Some of these were accompanied by smaller bodies, 
seemingly circling round themselves, thus constituting systems subordi
nate to the system of which they were members.

Presently my attention was drawn to one of these non-luminous 
bodies by a series of remarkable changes through which it was passing-. 
At hrst it resembled a watery globe, surrounded by an atmosphere 
whose movements rutiled its surface. Then from the surface of liis 
globe flashed vivid flames, follow ed by dense clouds of black smoke and 
other products of combustion, as though the interior of this body, acted 
upon by a disintegrating- ancl upheaving- fire, kindled by the pressure 
concentrated on its centre, was struggling to free itself from the super
incumbent mass of water. S low ly the ball o f smoke was dissipated, so 
that the light of its central luminary once more reached it. W hen thus 
re-illuminated, I perceived that this hitherto watery globe had assumed 
a different aspect, and was now divided, as to its surface, into land and 
water; high mountain ranges and deep seas being complementary each to 
the other.

Was there a purpose in this division !J
Most certainly ! For this rudim entary globe was thus transformed 

‘»to a triple matrix in which the three physiological elements, water, 
»'b earth, produced by earlier evolutional phases, were, as to their hulk. 
'̂pHi-ated from each other and so prepared for further changes.

Those physiological elements, aggregated in their separateness, 
"»Rested an individual and collective physiological development, for 
"hich they had been constituted the suitable menstrua.

nie u
I'he possible 
’ concentrate

consequences o f this prim ary individualization caused 
my attention on the changes that were still going on.
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So far this developing' globe seemed to be devoid of life. If it bad a life 
of its own, that life showed no indications of consciousness ; gave no ex
pression of volition. The only evidence that it might be a living entity 
was to be found in the evolutional changes through which it had already 
passed, and those into which it was entering, if these produced a coor
dinated outcome.

This was the point I was now impelled to consider.
The water first attracted my attention, 1 was enabled to see what 

was going on therein to its greatest depth. Certain changes were tak
ing place. At first it seemed to shape some of its particles into minute 
vesicles like tiny bubbles. These increased in number till the waters 
seemed full of them. After a time some of these were crystallised, and 
so became inorganic cells. These, by’  aggi'eg'ntion, and cohesion, assumed 
crystalline forms. In the profound depths they accumulated and. under 
pressure, became crystalline rocks and mineral deposits. The conse
quence of physical and other forces, operating on and in the globe 
simultaneously, was that successive depositions, having- assumed a stra
tified form, were broken up into irregular masses by the upheavals to 
which they were subjected. While imbedded in the several strata, the 
remains of a higher evolution, simultaneously going' on and shortly to 
he indicated, were more or less abundantly scattered.

Presently certain of the uucombined cells underwent another evo
lutionary change and became organic in character. Each organic cell, 
1  perceived, was a minute cellular organism. I thus learnt that cell 
development was the basis of progressive evolution. But how was cell 
development produced ? Was its cause wholly withdrawn from coguition 
and to be regarded as a mystery of nature ? That each successive 
stage in advance had an initiating cause, whether cognizable or incog
nizable, was self-evident. As I reflected on the possible channels 
through which this unperceived and possible unpereeivahle canse might 
act, it was intimated to me that this cause was, in each instance, an 
emanation from one of the manifestoes o f life.

The evolution as a whole was an outcome of the energy of FI Flo- 
hirn, the eenh*al sun, which sustained it throughout.

The vesicle was an unfertilized product of the developing planet, 
and was the result of the planet's unaided efforts to induce the manifes
tation of life.

An emanation proceeding from the first of the J’J/ohim, or Puhtr 
Sun, the second manifesto!- of life, and acting through their planetary 
mother on such of the vesicles as were fit for the evolution it was about 
to introduce, produced the inorganic cell and promoted crvstnlline anil 
mineral evolution.

An emanation proceeding from the second o f the FJohint, or Kip111"' 
torial Sun, the third manifestor of life, acting through their planetaty 
mother ou such of the inorganic cells as wore fit fo r  the evolution it tva* 
about to introduce, produced the organic cell and promoted vegetal a|,(i
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animal evolution in its numerous, diverse and complicated developments, 
from and through 'which it finally educed the human form.

An emanation proceeding-from the third of the Eluhiw, or visible 
Sum the fourth manifestor of life, and a c t in g -  directly on each human 
being- lit for the evolution it was about to introduce, initiated the psv- 
chiming-process and pi-omoted the evolution of the soul in such of its 
subjects as by their lives i-endered this possible.

The fundamental guiding principle here consisted in this, that the 
several successive emanations were attracted by the subjects fitted to 
receive them, and by no others. This principle permeated the whole 
field of evolution and held the place of an absolute law.

.The fitness of the subject for  the action o f the emanation was deter
mined by the use it made o f t he state through which it was passing, 
each successive advance being gained by  the subject itself— unconscious- 
lvtrained in this way. Thus natural evolution was necessarily- selec- 
tive. Owing to this selection each step in advance reduced the number 
of advances to the next stage, as com pared with the vast numbers that 
might have advanced had all made a right use of their opportunities by 
following the qualifying course.

This subject, having passed through the several successive phases 
of physical and chemical evolution, entered the organic cell.

In the organic cell a h igher principle was introduced. Each 
organic cell was a germinal organism . Each germinal organism had a 
a double or twofold capability. It was constituted to lead an independent, 
and then to enter into a com bined, life. In  the combined life it was at 
once the constructor of the m ore com plicated organism and the material 
oat of which that organism was constructed. .During independent life 
»omeof tlie.se cellular organism s so developed themselves as to be able to 
take the lead in introducing merre com plicated organizations. In their 
simple cellular life they had developed rudimentary appetites which 
needed further channels for  indulgence. These channels they sought 
in combination and com bined action. One qualified to take the lead 
induced others to join it in build ing up and building it into a germinal 
organized form, in which and through the life uses of which it became 
an individualized being— each o f the com bined cellular agents in this 
being subordinating self to the greater good  o f the whole nuclei- the 
control of the one : the being which by their combined action they were
constituting and sustaining.

The appetite of the one stim ulated by the appetites of the many 
tow became the occasion o f the indulgence o f that appetite, the prepa- 
'atinn for the development o f that appetite by continuous indulgence 
•be incentive to further advance. Each o f the combined cellular organ- 
ll,®s ^ared in degree in the gratification obtained through indul- 
-CD'p. Ihit the life o f each cellu lar organism  was brief, as compared 

° f  the being into w hose constitution it entered. They were 
^Stainers of the life o f the cellu larly  organised being, and passed in
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a continuous stream through, that being-, giving- up their own live« iu 
this passage to maintain its life.

The cell was a primary,vehicle. That of which it had been the 
vehicle passed from it into, was absorbed by, and combined with the sub- 
stance of the unmanifested being in whose organic manifestation it had 
taken part: for the unmanifested being- was constituted of the substance 
of the cells which had formed and sustained the life of its manifesting 
organ.

The unmanifested being was shaped in the form of its manifesting 
organ or body. This was developed in the process of evolution, by the 
addition of organ to organ and member to member, until man, if not 
the most complicated certainly the most perfect organized form, was cre
ated.

The creation of this most perfect organized being was the develop
ing aim of natural evolution. When the advancing being had so deve
loped appetite, in its then stage of evolution, that it needed further 
organs for the increased indulgence thereof, the organisation or manifest
ing body was abandoned at what is known as its death, the advancing 
unmanifested being then passing from it to seek an organisation capable 
of giving its advanced appetite full indulgence.

This advanced organization it gains through a parentage suited to 
its purpose. It modifies the form and organization of this parentage, 
within certain limits, to make it still more suited to its purpose ; and it 
is by the modifications thus successively introduced that evolution is 
carried on and form progressively developed and advanced.

During the gestative period of embryonic life, the advance in form 
and organization which constitutes evolution takes place : for this is the 
creative pei-iod.

During the independent life of the thus advanced being, appetite is 
developed.

By the indulgence of appetite the advanced form is brought to and 
maintained in its most perfect condition, the developing appetite itself 
becoming at the same time the incentive to further evolution.

in the fully organized being two agencies are operating. The one, 
the organizing, controls the health of the organization and keeps it iu 
proper working order, operating through a special nervous system—the 
sympathetic. The other, the volitional, which uses the body, also acts 
through a special channel—the cerebro-spinal nervous system. In 
normal advance the agents of these agencies change places on each 
reorganization, the actuating agent of the one life becoming the organ
izing agent of its successor, and so on, alternately. Hut the two advanc
ing agents do not necessarily continue their advance in the same bodies.

it was now intimated to me that the order of evolution was in this 
wise. Some of the primary organic cells attached themselves to the 
soil with which they were brought into contact, and, attracting others
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(„themselves, by combination, cohesion, cleavage and multiplication, 
l̂ jlt themselves up into vegetal forms, which, spreading from the water 

the land and taking various shapes, gradually covered their parent 
tfith verdure. The advance here was from the herb to the tree. The 
peculiarity of this order of life, that it showed no signs of consciousness 
or volition, save in rare and exceptional instances in which tendency to 
advance in these directions was indicated, in this way foreslmding what 
„•as to come.

While this was taking 2>hice other changes were gating on in the 
depths of the seas, idy a gradual transition, noticeable through differences 
jn structural adaptation, by which a rudimentary preparation was made 
for the development of consciousness and the exercise of volition, some 
of the organic cells built themselves or were built up into a variety of 
organized forms, of which the more elementary attached themselves to 
the rocky bottoms, while others were free to he moved or move in any 
direction. All of these organisms were at first rudimentary: were 
jenuinal. in fact, preparing the germs of a higher order, which were to 
follow.

1 thus learnt that the starting-point of evolution was the water. In 
this the vesicle was formed. From the vesicle the inorganic cell was 
produced. From the inorganic the organic cell was educed. This was 
the gem of organic life. From these, even as they developed the life 
proper to themselves, sprang- the lowest orders of vegetative, reptilian, 
iusectiform, and animal life, whether occupying the water, the air or the 
land. But the germinal life, permeating each of the three physiological 
elements, having been once gained, the evolution of each order of life 
proceeded in its own line and with reference to its own sphere of 
activity.

It was shown me that the initial typo of vegetative forms was cxys* 
talline. The incentive which induced arborescent ciystallization, what
ever it may have been— most probably a germinal appetite— seems to 
have passed into the vegetative germ and carried on vegetable evolution 
from the lowest to the higher forms, until the highest was reached. 
The same incentive would seem to have actuated or determined the 
structural direction of animal evolution, when the details of the organic 
»tructiu’e it produces are considered., for of the organs of which its several 
forms ai'e constituted, the continuously branching tree is the type.

'Passing over ti’ansient form s, 1 learnt in this wav that the funda- 
mental structural d ifference betw een  vegeta l and anim al organism s con- 
Msted in this, that w h ile  the nu trien t, resp iratory  and other organs of 
the vegetal growth are extern a l, its roots  a ttach in g  it to the soil w hile 
its nutrition is absorbed from  w ith ou t, the analogous organs of tlie 
animal arc internal, its roots , so to  say, b e in g  planted w ithin itself, the 
nutriment to he absorbed  b y , being- p rep a red  fo r  and brou gh t to  them  by 

| "■'guns adapted to the p u rp ose  : so th a t ev o lu tion  in  the anim al had for  
its root-principle in vo lu tion  o f  the  vegetal fu n ction .
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The »vnn. whether o f vegetal evolution or o f animal involution 
evolution, was in the cell. The organic cell was the siim-lo 
whieli a double evolution was to now. O f these, the vegetal neeos - i 
preceded the animal to provide the requisite aliment for the sustoiuu 
and development of animated life. The death o f the one was neeessai-'- 
to the life of the other, the animal restoring to the soil elements requir
ed for vegntnl growth, in this -way the two lines of evolution were 
mutually interdependent for persistent, advance, though the vegetal evo
lution might, endure without the anim al, -whereas the animal evolution 
is absolutely dependent on the vegetal.

In the lirst instance, the cells are produced, or at any rate their 
production is promoted aud their fertilization effected by an emanation 
flowing from a solar body and acting on and through the planetary body 
in which they are produced, so that the inorganic, cells, with the subject 
of the incipient evolution veiled therein, is the offspring of the solar 
body and planet concerned— the vesicles being the unfertilized offspring 
of the planet.

In the second instance, the organic cell is the resultant product of 
an emanation Mowing from another solar body and acting directly on 
the inorganic c e l l : so that the cells, -whether inorganic or organic, with 
that of which they are the vehicle, are the offspring of cell-suggestin'}; 
orbs.

The cells, as the offspring o f cellu lar or cell-suggesting orbs, are 
the instruments and agents of evolution. O f them, the advancing forms, 
commencing with the most rudimentary and proceeding to the most 
advanced, are built up. In each order the h igher springs from the 
lower. The more com plex from the less com plex. W ho are the buil
ders o f the advancing forms ? W h o  the authors aud promoters of 
evolutions ‘f

Are the cells simple vehicles 1" Do they bear the same relation to 
the form into which they are built that do the bricks to the building 
into whose construction they enter ?

Xot exactly, for they arc physiological instead of mere material 
bricks : that is to say. they are agents in the constructing as well as the 
material out o f which the construction is form ed. Thus they are in a 
sense the builders, llu t they are builders, acting under guidance and 
control, even as ordinary builders, who g ive  effect to the plans of the 
architect— which they may mar hut cannot mend.

W ho are. what is it that guides and controls the w orking cells 'r

Kvideutly in each instance the one for  whom  the building is being- 
const rue ted.

From this point o f view it w ould  appeal* that something, some 
being, is advancing with the advancing form  : is advancing through the 
advancing form  : is itself the unm unifested subject ol the manifesting 
evolution o f form,
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Tracing1 this unm anifested advance throng-h* the manifesting* 
advance which is its instrum ent, it would appear that the unmanifested 
subject of evolution, engendered in a cellu lar form, passes through 
inorganic to organic being  ; and then through successively advancing 
vegetal and animal form s to the human state. That in the crystalline 
and mineral forms it had m erely the attributes of the crystal or m ine
ral. In the vegetal form , the attributes of each order in succession 
through which it advanced. In the animal form, the attributes 
(whether of insect, reptile, fish, bird or beast) of the form  in which it 
found itself for the time being, o f 1 he series through which it was pass
ing: until in man it acquired the attributes o f humanity.

During these transform ations, by adding organ to organ and use to 
use, it added attribute to attribute and quality to quality, advancing 
these in succession through the use, in its successive lives, of the organs 
progressively acquired. In this way it passed from the unconscious to 
the conscious, from the non-volitional to the volitional, from  the inactive 
to the active state. Then, through the conscious use of volitional activity, 
it became au intelligent, a self-conscious, idealizing* and reasoning1 heim»* 
inhuman form. As man it passed through the several orders of man
kind to the highest condition  hum anity is capable of reaching.

The instrument through which this advance was secured was 
appetite. Its instrum entality, self indulgence. Thus self indulgence, 
inducing a growing appetite (w h ich  ¡is it progressed needed, and there
fore, produced and developed further organs) was at once the cause of 
natural evolution and o f the cruelty and suffering resulting from the 
sacrifice of the least tit to the most tit in the struggle for existence thus 
initiated.

In this way I learnt that reckless indulgence of appetite was neces
sity to the evolution o f form , and therefore good in itself in the creative 
nu(jc of evolution.

hut this struggle, in which the weak were sacrificed to. by and for 
the good of the strong, was not to go on for ever. To nat ure, at this 
stage of her work, it seemed good. .Measured by its results, it was a 
sitlicient agency for the end sought, ami certainly produced the resulting 
f'ulution. I or to nature that only is good  which promotes the att-ain- 
titent °f her aims. I hat only evil which retards the required advance.

1 he Knowledge o f good  and evil is essentially a human attribute. 
Uiime gradually to man as hum anity was slowly developed in him. 
^¡tlithis knowledge his ethical evolution is commenced. He learnt the 
due of affection. 1 he daw ning influence of love took the place of in- 
l( eient’e' ^  mpathy supplanted antagonism . Through these he became 
t(j Uan' am  ̂ l,ei'ceived that the duty im posed on him by humanity was 

■ upersede violence by genlleness. that humanity might become the 
oiizer of life.

"f the perception o f this truth cam e at hast onlv to the few.Nli t, v. 1 • . •

'Wilt,,

N 1 fu n  in ] i| very (litlieult to spread the humanizing impulse. The
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habit of self-seek mo* has become so thorough Iv ingrained in tho, 0 , 0  1 race
that emancipation from it is difficult, to the m ajority  all lmt impossible
Those whose lives are actuated by this im pulse are alone fitted to enter
that phase o f being1 for which natural evolution is but a preparation
Their unconscious guidance here is love, expressing itself through for
getfulness of self in thoughtfulness for, and sym pathy with othei’s.

Unconscious selection is the w ork ing  principle o f evolution.
Of the primary vesicles, only those which, by their uses of the vesi

cular state, have fitted themselves fo r  it, receive inorganic vitalization.
Of the inorganic cells, only those which have sim ilarly fitted them

selves for it receive organic vitalization.
Of the organic cells, only such as have in like manner fitted them

selves for it 1‘eceive the animating vitalization.
A ll the cells not fitted for fu rth er advance lead cellular lives, or 

take part in the organization and prom ote the advance o f the subjects of 
phvsical evolution. In this thev are utilized, accord ing to tlicir fitness, 
in the structural form ation and efficient m aintenance either of the osseous 
framework, or of the muscular or nervous substance of the rejected 
organizations, into whose constitution they enter in their retrograde 
course.

Of the subjects o f physical evolution  which reach the human form, 
only those which by tlicir uses o f life  qualify  themselves for further 
advance, receive psychic vitalization and enter cm the psychic evolutions. 
This promoted by humanizing life-uses, enables them, on the death of 
their physical organization, to pass into a h igher order of being in 
another sphere.

O f the non-psycliicized subjects, the highest class— those which 
have spiritualized themselves— enter the spiritual state, through which 
they ultimately pass to and become one with the substance of space, 
from which they were originally separated.

All others repass through the low er orders o f being, on a descend
ing scale, until reduced to the elem entary state o f their mother, the 
planetary orb from  which they were orig in ally  produced, into whose 
framework thev are incorporated.

W hile considering this prolonged vision, and reflecting on the inter
pretation with which J had been favoured , it was intimated to me that 1 
had now received a full measure o f the know ledge imparted on final 
initiation. This intimation aroused me. H ad 1 been sleeping ‘r W a s  my 
vision onlv a dream 1 cannot sav.

H e n r y  P r a t t , H . P-
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CURIOSITIES OF HEALING.
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DISEASES not cured by medicinal agents or presenting any extra
ordinary symptoms are attributed to super-human powers. Small

pox and other exanthemata are attributed to their special goddesses and 
named after them : and as certain trees, or substances, are considered 
t0 be the localities of those superior powers, they are worshipped 
instead. As, for instance, when a child gets small-pox or measles, a 
qlirub called “ Jandt”  is worshipped in the name of the goddess of that 
disease by the daily offering of milk and water— or water alone for those 
nho cannot afford milk, by the mother, sister or other nearest female 
relative of the sick ; and clothes, toys and sweets on the day the disease 
subsides and the child becomes convalescent. The milk and water offer
ing (called Lod Pavrea) lasts till the disease disappears altogether and 
the patient recovers his former health.

In some diseases, like small-pox and measles, the use of medicine 
is considered annoying to the presiding deity, and instead appropriate 
hymns in praise of thegoddess are sung by friends and relatives for as 
many days as the disease lasts.

The hymns as above mentioned are constantly sung. A  little of the 
milk mixture offered to the shrub every morning is brought back in the 
clean vessel in which it was carried that morning and which is special
ly intended for it. This is sprinkled under the bed and over the bed
ding of the patient.

T r e a t m e n t  eo r  S n a k e - e i t r .

As very few' medicines are known to do any” good in cases of snake
bites, especially those of the cobra, psychological remedies have been 
practised for averting the effects of snake poison. Mantras and Kalams 
are recited over the person bitten, or passes made, to render the nervous 
system better able to bear the effects of the poison with impunity, or to 
stimulate or revive the nerves depressed by' the shock of the bite.

There are professional snake-charmers called “ Supadhas,” who not 
only catch snakes, tame them and display their feats before gatherings 
of people, but also treat snake-bite cases by first applying a round flat 
oval substance of stony resinous appearance and dark purple color to the 
bitten part, and then passing over that part a few times a bit of a root 
°f a plant,— which one of those Supadhas who was bitten by a poisonous 
s,lake while displaying him in my presence, said, are both obtained 

such mountains where the “ Markhor'’ or snake-eating stag lives, 
'̂e resinous substance, he said, was mucous from the ‘ ‘ Markhor.’'

An old Jat named Hamira Bhangorh, of Bahowal in the Hasliiarpar
I t - - .  . n „ .istiict, Panjab, used to recite some mantra or Kalam, and then gave a
liiPon the cheek of the informant of a snake-bite case ; and it is said that

all cases reported to him while the victims were alive, were cured.
4
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The old man, I am told, is now dead, but bis grandson carries on fj10 
business. When any one in the surrounding villages is bitten by a 
snake, a friend or relative is despatched to tlve Jat, to whom he reports 
that so-and-so is bitten, and then tire Jat gives him a rap on his cheek.
If the victim is still alive, he recovers at once from the effect of the 
snake-poison, even if he had been unconscious and almost pulseless.

The Jat would not tell the mantra to any one else.

My uncle, Pt. Thakor l)at, Municipal Commissioner, Multan, often 
reads a mantra over some barley grains, which, if spread in the house 
where a snake has been seen, will drive a way all the snakes from it.

Bhai Atma Singh, Pandit of Shahpur, told me once that if one recites 
a shloka a few times or even repeats the word “ Asteek” in a place, all 
the snakes will go away and not harm him, provided the snake hears his 
voice. “ Asteek,” he explained, was the name of a Pandoo Raja who 
attempted to destroy all the snakes on the earth, but left off the yog, on 
the understanding that whenever the shloka was uttered, the snake 
should not harm anybody.

H ydrophobia.
I have been informed of three places in the Pan jab where preven

tion of hydrophobia is practised. One of them is in this, Mozufai'garh, 
dictrict, a hamlet about three miles from the head-quarters of Telisel 
Alipur, where a family" of Sayads practise the cure. I went to Alipur in 
April last and sent for the grandfather of the family", Sayd Bandeli Shah, 
an old man of about 60 years. He said they were Bokliari Sayds. To 
this place, he said, his grandfather emigrated from Dera Ghazi Khan. His 
ancestors, when they first came into India, resided in a village called Velait, 
about 30 miles north of Dera Ismail Khan. Seven generations before him 
one of the family, Sayd Sukher Shah, then a baby, was sleeping in a cradle 
close to his mother, who was combing her hair, when a mad jackal came 
and bit the baby on his arm. The mother with great difficulty" drove 
away the jackal, and concluded the animal to be rabid, because a sane 
one would not have dared to come and deliberately bite the child in the 
day-time. She began to despair for the safety" of the boy, when her mater
nal uncle, Shah Jsa Sahib, came in. He consoled her with cheering 
words, caught hold of a bit of the babj"’s right ear near the top and 
recited the last “ Surat” of th eir sacred book the Koran, seven times; and 
for the same number of times another Surat. He then told her that not 
only would her child be saved, but when any one who passed under his 
or any of his descendant’s leg, when he was reciting the above-named 
“ Surats” after being bitten by any rabid animal or reptile, would never 
suffer from the ill effects of such a bite.

And now-a-days, when any one suffering from snake or other bite 
comes, he or his grandson makes him pass under his leg seven times 
when he is reciting the “ Surats.”
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0ne more point worth mentioning. He showed me a notch on the 
ppei-part of the margin of his right ear. This, lie said, is the impres- 
i0n of the fingers of Shall Isa Sahib on the ear of the baby who was 
tlfatedby him, and that every male member of his family shows more 

leSs this impression on his right ear.
J . 13H0J K roil! A V e YD.

CLAIRVOYANCE*
(From the German of Dr. Carl da, Orel.)

( Continued from page 624.)
11. T he S ources of C lairvoyance.

THE word divinatio (prophecy, seers hip), derived from divinitas, indi
cates the opinion of the ancients, that divine inspiration is the 

foundation of all clairvoyance,f and all that Aristotle says against this 
view is that the future is only revealed to the virtuous and to the wise.J 
In the Old Testament, which is full of prophecies, we find the same 
origin assigned to them. This is also Augustine’s view,§ for, did the 
human soul possess clairvoyant power it would make frequent use thereof 
-an argument which rests upon the apparent identity of soul and con
sciousness. Philosophers, such as Plutarch and Porphyry, Fathers, such 
asAthanagoras, Jerome, and Julian, who thought that the soul itself 
was clairvoyant, are in a minority.

In the middle ages the labour was divided. The clairvoyance of 
the saints was divine, that of the somnambulists and mediums, called 
«itches, as well as that of the sorcerers, was diabolical. Even in our 
ora days catholic writers, such as Mirville, Bizourd, Pes Mousseaux, 
ascribe not only clairvoyance, but everything that is a manifestation of 
the transcendental subject, to the agency of the evil spirit. These gen
tlemen who are so indefatigable in maintaining, in opposition to materi
alism, the existence of the human soul, oug’lit also to reflect that nothing 
is gained by mere assertion, and that the existence of the soul can only 
he proved by its functions, and indeed by such functions as do not 
belong to the living physical body. I3y this method alone is it possible 
at the present day to establish a science of the soul. But, according to 
these gentlemen, white magic is only' to be found in the actions of Christ 
and the apostles and saints ; to them the magic of ordinary mortals is 
all black. Yet it is now three hundred y'ears since Agrippa of Nette- 
sheim opposed the theory that all active clairvoyance is inspiration with 
the words:

Npiritus in nobis, qiti rigid, ilia fucit I 
At the present day there can In m lly  be any question that in m ost 
of clairvoyance the hum an transcendental subject must be appeal-

* Sphisr, August 1892. 
t Hermes Trismegistus : Pymnnder, e. 12.
I  Aristotle : “  1)e dir. per sonniP e, 1.
§ Augustine ; “ Dc yen,'’ All.  2(>,
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ed to ; in cases, however, which indicate an external influence, we shall 
not resort to the hyperbolical explanation of antiquity and the middle 
ages, but indicate as the inspirers of such phenomena, those which 
stand nearest to us in their physical activity and have the greatest 
interest in coming into connection with us— the dead. At the same time 
we may learn from antiquity and from the middle ages that cases of 
clairvoyance have been frequently observed in all centuries, and that the 
phenomena wei’e of so striking a kind that such imperfect explanations 
as the hyperbolical ones we have mentioned, seemed insufficient.

If Agrippa undervalued the theory of inspiration, that of modern 
spiritualism is over-estimated. Whoever is acquainted with somnam
bulism can but avoid either extreme. This is not always the case with 
the spiritualists, who often ascribe to the dead phenomena which can he 
explained by the action of the medium. At the same time, spiritualism 
can point to instances enough where foreign inspiration cannot he 
denied, and this is also true of modern spiritualism which began, not in 
America, but in Germany, where it appeared far earlier than in the 
New World.

That speaking and writing mediums often give manifestations that 
presuppose clairvoyance both in time and space cannot be denied ; but 
many mediums become, without knowing it, not mediums but som
nambulists, whose visions appear in a dramatised form. This dramatising 
may appear not only through writing or speaking, but even through the 
sense of sight, for a phantom may appeal' and give the information, in 
which case there is no need for the seer to be in a state of sleep. In this 
class I include such cases as the following. S., a town councillor, intended 
to recommend one of his relations to marry a very excellent girl named 
Friederike, and, while lying in bed, he was thinking this matter over. 
Presently the curtains were drawn aside, and he saw an arm holding out 
a black board on which was written : Friederike will marry in three 
years, four months and two days. The prophecy was fulfilled, but nothing 
came of his plan to marry her to his relative.

Let us take a better example. Mr. Spear says : In March 1852, my 
hand was moved to write the following : “ We wish you to go to Abing
don and visit David Yining.” I did not know that any person of this 
name was living in that town. Abingdon is twenty miles from Boston, 
my birthplace, where the message was written. No one was with meat 
the time of the writing*. T went, as ordered, to Abingdon. There 1 
found a person who bore the name 1 had written. The man was ill 
and had had no sleep for nearly ten days and nights. My hand was 
moved towards him ; I only placed it over him, but did not touch him. 
The pain was entirely expelled from liis system, and he sank into a quiet 
sleep. I noted only two points which ai'oused my attention : 1. This
power, whatever it may be. manifested intelligence, for it gave me the 
name of a person of whom 1 had no previous knowledge, and directed me 
to the place where he lived. 2. It displayed benevolence, for it sent mo 
to do good to this person.
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From this time onward, J was sent to several other persons and 
places to perform similar acts of kindness. . . . Led by this pow er/ 
have travelled many thoustind miles ; J have beens ent into twenty of the 
thirty-six states of the American Union ; J have thrice crossed the 
Atlantic Ocean; 1 have seen many parts of England, Scotland and Wales, 
and have been repeatedly sent on the Continent.* In a similar manner, 
the Bible tells us that Ananias was ordered in a dream to visit a sick 
person and to magnetise him .f

The question now arises: Was »Spear a seer or a medium? Did 
his clairvoyance and impulse arise from his unconscious self, or from 
some external agency ? If, in posing the alternative, “ »Seer or medium,” 
we rightly set out with the proposition that all clairvoyance in which 
men take any interest, and all impulse to actions connected therewith, 
must be referred to his own unconscious self, that is to say, to his tran
scendental subject, this proposition must not be unduly strained, but 
we must also add, on the other hand, that clairvoyance and impulse in 
which a man has no interest, and which relate to some object entirely 
unknown to him, must proceed from some external agency, that is, we 
have to do with inspiration, and such a medium is under the influ
ence of the unseen world, just as a hypnotised subject under suggestion, 
subject to the commands of the liypnotiser, is under the influence of the 
visible world.

I take a third example, where inspiration seems to he clearly indi
cated, from Justin Kernel*’s “  »Seeress of Prevorst,” quoting the summary 
account of Professor Eschenmayer. “  Erau Hauffe, w ho had not long 
arrived at Weinsperg, and was unacquainted with the place, its inhabi
tants. or her doctor, often used to see a deceased person, who seemed 
to wish to make himself better known to her. He held a paper in his 
hands, and she noticed that there was writing upon it, and he gave her 
to understand where it was, and that it must be found if he was to have 
peace. She told her doctor and others of this appearance, and described 
•he man, who was previously unknown to her, as he appeared in life, and 
»1 his usual dress, in such an accurate manner that everyone recognised 
die description as that of a person named K. This K. lmd been thema- 
Wger of a wine business which bad a cellar just under the apartment 
"'hidi Frau H. then occupied and the deceased had passed much 

his time in this cellar. In order to give peace to her visitor, Frau 
d. begged her doctor— Justin Kernel*—  to look for the paper, and des
killed the house, the room, the collection of documents, and the bundle,
111 which it was to be found, at the same time describing also the person 
4tld the circumstances at the time, and it was afterwards found that her 
Ascription exactly tallied with the facts. The doctor, who thought the 
*i>ole story was merely a vision, granted her request, and, with the mas- 
**of the house where the papers were said to he (the judge), made a 
E°nrch, and found nothing. The master of the house said, however, that

* Report of the Dialectical Society 11. 04.
f Acta IX, 10—lb.
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all that had been said with reference to himself was correct. When the 
doctor told her of the fruitless search, she said he must have made 
some mistake, and grave a more minute description of the paper, and said 
she was sure she could find it if she went to the place. The doctor 
went a second time to the judge and the paper was found exactly as 
described, and in the place indicated. It was a document that had lain 
for six years with the others, and referred to K .’s money affairs. Nothing 
was said about the finding of the document, but. in her next crisis, 
Frau H. saw the deceased who appeared with a cheerful countenance, 
and from this she concluded that the document had been found. She 
directed her \ision to the house where the documents had been kept, saw 
that they had been differently placed, and recognised the paper in 
question, in the very place where it had been purposely put by the 
doctor, unknown to any one else, in order to test her seership.”*

In this example we have inspiration in the first part and active 
clairvoyance in the second. In another, more striking example, also 
given in the words of Professor Esclienmayer, inspiration alone occurs:

“ The seeress gradually learns from a spirit, whom she calls the white 
one, the following data :

1. That he lias deceived two orphans, and for that reason is earthbouiul.
2. That he lived before and after the year 1700, and committed the 

act- of deception in the year 1714.
3. That li£ was seventy-nine years old.
4. That his name was Belon.
5. That he had lived in a certain house in Weinsperg, now inhabited 

by two orphans, and the same in which the Beverend H. was now staying.
6 . That the amount of the fraud corresponded with an account which 

was connected with the nine groschen which were to be allowed to the two 
orphans.

“ After putting together all these particulars. Dr. Kernel* began to make 
enquiries, but found that the oldest inhabitants knew nothing of the person 
described, and that the very name of the family was forgotten. He then 
asked Herr Pfaff, the town magistrate, to search the records. This was done, 
and it was found that there was living in the year 1700, a burgomaster 
and guardian of orphans named Belon, and that in 1740 his property was 
divided. Dr. Kernel* then turned to the register of deaths, and found the 
entry in the year 1740, with the remark that his age was 7P years. Other 
documents, which also gave evidence of greed and spite, proved that he had 
really lived in the house pointed out. and that two orphans who had formerly 
been in his charge, afterwards lived there.’ ’!

Many similar examples are to bo found in modern spiritualism, and 
they prove that many cases of clairvoyance depend on inspiration from 
the dead. With reference to the chief aim of our enquiry— to know more 
about the organ of our own clairvoyance,— these cases are only impor
tant as proving that thought-transference can take place even when the

# Kernel-: “ Die Scherin von Prcvorst,” 277. 
f  Ibid. 330.
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Jjent is no longer among the living. I'therefore coniine myself to a 
Sflgle example from modern spiritualism, which places our receptivity 
under these circumstances in a very clear light. A  Californian editor, 
secretly intending to bring spiritualism into ridicule, wrote in his paper 
aspiritualistic story of his own invention. He gave the dead person, 
vhomhe introduced, the name of John F. Lane. In New York, where 
the story was read, it was taken up by Judge Edmonds, who was inform
ed through a spiritualistic communication that it was a true one, and he 
made enquiries of the editor. The editor delighted to be able to attack 
spiritualism in the person of one of its most important upholders, pub
lished the judge’s letter in his paper and made merry over the folly of 
mistaking a made-up story for a true narration. He even wrote a letter 
on the matter to the Xeir York Herald. Judge Edmonds naturally 
became the object of universal ridicule. »Soon afterwards, however, it 
appeared that the editor had himself fallen into the pit he had digged for 
spiritualism ; for what he thought to be an invention turned out to be 
the true story of a colonel of the 2nd Dragoons, who bad committed sui
cide in Florida. In fact, the editor, who confessed that bis band often 
wote without being moved by liis will, bad unconsciously written bis 
story under the influence of inspiration.'*

HI. Necessity and C hance as the O bjects ok C lairvoyance.

Let us turn to those characteristics of clairvoyance which are of 
importance philosophically, and entpiire whether the directions which it 
takes are indifferent to it, or whether they involve distinctions. We have 
already seen that clairvoyance is more apt to appear where there is 
some interest in question, than when there is none, hence most clair
voyant phenomena have reference to the seer’s state of health, or the 
circumstances of liis life, as well as those of friends or persons with whom 
le is connected. But besides this interest, there is another distinction 
inthe objects of clairvoyant vision, which is often felt as a hindrance by 
the seer, and is not easily overcome. The distinctions that influence the 
teer are

1. The distinction between necessary and (relatively) chance events, 
Properly so called.

2. The difference in distance of the event, whether in space or time.

3. The difference, whether it happens through a cause in the nar- 
ŝense, or through a human action ; that is. between causality and 

fcotivity.

4. The difference in the number of premises already given leading 
,■10die occurrence of the event.

The common characteristic of these distinctions, so far as it appears 
(51 lWshape of difficulty, ought to furnish us with some clue to the pro- 
j ŝof clairvoyance, to the activity which must he presupposed in order 

,l this difficulty may he overcome.

* l)n Pntftt : ‘ ‘ Traitc complete de magnetisnic anlm.”  531.
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Take first the distinction between necessary and chance events, 
The philosophical reader knows that every event that happens, happens 
necessarily ; it happens at the time when sufficient ground is given for 
its occurrence, and in the place where the conditions are such that its 
causes are able to work. Strictly speaking, therefore, there is no chance; 
for eveiy event is only the last link of a chain of changes, all of which 
are necessarily determined. Hut the course of the world is made up of 
an infinite number of such chains, which are by no means parallel, but 
which cross one another in every direction. Hence we may speak of 
chance events within this universal necessity, meaning thereby those 
which take place at the same point of time without standing in a causal 
relation to one another.*

When a ship bound for America finds itself at a certain minute at 
a certain point on the ocean, different causes have worked together to 
bring about this determination in time and space. But when, at pre
cisely the same minute, a meteorite falls at that spot, this is only the 
last link in an endless chain of changes, which stretches back to the most 
remote past of our planetary system. But it is due to chance that the 
ship has been struck by the meteorite, that is to say, we refer to chance 
the crossing-point of the two chains at that time and at that place. 
Thus eveiy event in the world is necessary in relation to its own cause, 
but chance in relation to every other. From this point of view chance 
may be regarded as a more important factor, as more properly the ruler 
of the world, than necessity'. Frederick the Great called it u His Majesty 
Chance.” From this it would appear that necessity cannot rule the course 
of the world teleologically7, so long as side byr side with it so strong and 
unteleological a principle as chance governs— chance would be more 
powerful than necessity'. The contrary' is however the case : in spite of 
the power of chance, the development of world is a progressive one. This 
and the monistic prohibition to set up two rulers of the world, obliges us 
to resolve chance into necessity, whether in the biblical sense in which 
God works through the “ Wrath of chance,” or from the standpoint of 
Schopenhauer, who says :

“ One may grasp the transcendental thought, that this phenomenal 
world in which chance reigns, is founded everywhere and throughout 
on an intelligible world, which governs chance itself.”

Schopenhauer has very clearly explained how this is to be understood. 
He calls chance, the coincidence in time of things not causally connected. 
Then be continues :

“ However nothing is absolutely fortuitous, that which is the most 
fortuitous is only7 that which proceeds from a more remote necessity ; for 
reasons lying far back in the chain of causation have long previously 
determined that this event must occur just at this time, and simultane
ously with that other. livery event is a single link in a chain of causes

•Schopenhauer: ‘ ‘ 11V// uU It'iY/e und VorsteUutuj”  L o o t ) ;  "  1‘arei-ja”  I. 229; 
“ Ethik.” K, Wimlelband : “  fh'c Lehren vom Zufall,”  22.
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^ activities which moves forward in time. Raich chains are innu- 
r̂able, lying side by side in space. Yet these are not entirely 
ĉonnected and unrelated ; they are rather interwoven one with 

¡¡¡¡other: for example, many causes now working simultaneously, of 
ffhich each produces a different result, have sprung from some com
mon cause far back towards the beginning of the chain, and are thus 
¡dated to one another as the descendant is to a remote ancestor : and, 
on the other hand, a, single coincidence, now occurring, often requires a 
number of different reasons, which come down from the past, each as a 
link in its own chain. Thus all the chains of causation moving forward 
in time, form one immense, many-meshed net, which sweeps along in 
time throughout its whole breadth, and becomes the course of the world. 
If we represent these chains of causation as meridian lines lying in the 
direction of time, all that is simultaneous, and therefore not standing in 
direct causal relation, may be indicated by parallel circles. Although 
all that lies upon these parallel circles is not directly connected, yet, 
through the interlacing of the whole net, or through the totality of 
causes and activities moving forward in time, there is an indirect though 
distant connection: thus the present simultaneity is a necessary one. 
Hence, the chance coincidence of all conditions rests on a state of things 
which is, in a higher sense, necessary* : the occurrence of that which 
fate has willed.

Apart from teleology and monism, we might learn from many of the 
results of statistics— marriages, crimes, proportion of males to females, 
etc.—that things really are as Schopenhauer says, little as we are able 
to comprehend the relation between necessity and chance. In the ex
ample of the ship and the meteorite, however far we trace back from 
their crossing-point the chains of causation, we are unable to arrive at 
a common starting-point whence it is possible for us to see that the 
crossing must follow as a necessary consequence. Similarly, when we 
start from a present occurrence from which proceed two or more chains 
of causation, we are unable to foresee the immediate future, because we 
are unable to take into account the crossings of other chains of causa
tion.

These hindrances to our normal powers of cognition seem also to 
obstruct our transcendental cognitive faculty. Clairvoyance often fails 
because it is unable to take account of chance. The seer sometimes 
succeeds in overcoming this difficulty, and sometimes cannot do so, this 
■tight lead us to think that clairvoyance folloivs the lead of causation ; 
■hat in looking into the future it follows out the action of given causes, 
■forking backwards to causes when it looks into the past, and working* 
intuitively if not reflectively. Tims both kinds of psychic activity would 
be essentially the same, only that the seer follows, as it were, a con den- 
^  chain, and is only conscious of those links which are accentuated by 
'■■s interest in them.

* Schoponbnnor : “  Parprftn,} T. 222. 220.
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That the difference between necessity and chance does affect clair
voyance is proved by the recorded facts, and thus it seems to be identi
cal with a survey of the causal chain. The boy Richard says : “ When 
I look into the future, I see the continuous causes all at once, and the 
spirit of Fate stands before me.”* But there are some utterances of 
somnambulists in which chance is plainly excluded, where in fact the 
clairvoyance is said to be conditional. “ If no obstacle intervenes,” 
once said Richard, f  Even in foretelling- the course of their own 
diseases, when somnambulists are most to be depended upon, they often 
speak in this manner. A somnambulist, who at the conclusion of an ill
ness in 1819, foresaw a number of maladies that would attack her up to 
1841, so that the magnétiser remarked that at any rate she seemed as if 
she was going to live until she was forty-eight years of age, said : 
“ Yes, unless some chance event happens, the cause of which lies beyond 
me, such as drowning, nmrder, or poisoning-. I n  another case the. 
somnambulist told the magnétiser that if the prophesied events turned 
out differently, he might be quite certain that something- had happened 
that ought not to have occurred.§ In the report of the Paris Academy 
for 1831, mention is made of a somnambulist named Cazot, who foretold 
in April, giving all details, a crisis in his disease that would take place 
in June, and said his recovery would be complete in August ; but, on the 
day before the crisis, he was run over in the street and killed. His 
utterance was perhaps correct in so far as the premises came within the 
cognisance of his inner vision ; the chance event of external origin upset 
the calculation. Professor Beckers asked his somnambulist : “ Why are 
you not better on the second day of your attack, as you said you would 
be ?” and the answer given was : “ Because the doctor ordered cooked 
fruit, which did not agree with her, and also because a great fright had 
acted upon her injuriously.” ||

We thus see that there are some clairvoyant utterances which are 
conditionally correct, but which remain unfulfilled because no account 
is taken of chance.

But when, in spite of this and other sources of error, clairvoyance 
is often found to include chance events, we are the less in doubt as to 
the existence of a gift of seership. The most frequent case is that in which 
the seer’s own course of life, or at least course of disease, is surveyed, 
together with its chance disturbances. A somnambulist prophesied cramp 
which would arise in consequence of a fright. It happened as fore
told— an acquaintance, in opening the piano, upset the can dl e . An  auto
somnambulist told Dr. Meyer, that she would have a fright in conse
quence of danger by tire. On the following day the fire-alarm was 
sounded, and, as her house was threatened, she ran up the stairs, and

* Görwitz: “ Richards natürlich, magnetischer Schlaf,”  115.
+ Görwitz: “ Idiosomnambul ismvs,”  161.
X Bibliothèque du nuign. animal, VIII. 12t.
§ Archiv, für tierischen Magnetismus, IX. I, 166.
i| “ Dus geistige D opelleben64.
"i Reichel : “ Enticickelungsgesetzc des vuign. Lebens,'” 50, 52,
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t|,e» fê  down insensible.* Dr. Wienliolt gives several cases of this 
A somnambulist stated beforehand that her foot would slip, giv- 

1̂  all the circumstances: she said that she would fall down on a cer- 
spot, but would take no further harm ; or that fainting would take 

luce from fright at a heavy clap of thunder; or the somnambulist 
ôunces through automatic writing that she would have a fright on 

¡lie same day, and on her return home would faint, all which happened 
from her terror on seeing a stone fall from a roof. In another case a 
(grt was given as the cause of the fright, and, on the following day, a 
c0pper vessel fell from a cart as she was passing by.f Mayo’s somnam
bulist foretold a fright which was caused by the sudden appearance of a 
At. also' of danger from poisoning, which was caused by her taking 
morphia instead of quinine. J

Clairvoyance which takes in chance events may also manifest itself 
dtli reference to the lives of others than the seer. A  magnetiser, who 
was obliged to go on a journey, promised bis somnambulist to retain in 
a week ; the latter however announced that be would be away eleven 
days, and insisted that it would be so, though the magnetiser repeated 
his promise and was determined to falsify the prophecy at any price. 
He remained absent the eleven days because bis horse fell lame.§ A  
somnambulist named Wanner, when asked by her sister, “ How shall 1 
come back to Stuttgart ?” replied, “ You will return to Stuttgart to-mor
row with Dr. Klein.” This was not the intention of the sister, who want
ed to remain two days longer, but she left on the morrow because Dr. 
Klein was obliged to go to Leonberg and offered her a seat. ||

Schopenhauer tells us : One morning I was writing with great zeal 
an English business letter on a matter of great importance to myself. 
When I had finished the third side, instead of the sand-box, I took up 
the ink-pot and poured it over the letter, and the ink fell on to the desk 
and thence to the floor. 1 rang for a servant, who brought a bucket of water 
and cleaned the floor, so that the stain should not sink in. While she was 
thus engaged, she said, “ I dreamed last night that I should clean ink- 
stainsfroiu this spot on the floor.” “ This is not true,” said I. She said,t: It 
15 true, and on awaking I told the other maid Avho sleeps with me.” Just 

the other servant, a girl about seventeen years old, came into the 
"tom. I at once asked her, “ W h at did this girl dream last night ?” She 
p̂hed, “ I do not know.” Then 1 said, “ But she told you the dream 

^en die awoke.” “ O yes,” said she, “ she dreamed that she was going 
p̂e out ink-stains from the floor of this room.” This story, for theto

tocm.1>acy of which I cannot answer, is remarkable in that the occurrence
lamed of beforehand was one of those actions that are usually called 

nt*ry, since it was performed entirely against my will, and

I ¿dm ’. X. 2, 94.
^ 359lenbolt: “  Heilkraft des tierischen Magnetismus,”  III. 2, 128, 132; III. 3, 284, 

t M
& : " Truth in s u p e r s t i t io n s 23J.
'  «»• ii. a. -

1 hie m y st, E r s c h e in u n g e n ”  I, 286.
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depended on a very small mistake in the gras}) of my hand : yet this 
action was so necessary, and so firmly fixed beforehand, that its action 
appeared in the dream of another person some hours before it took 
place.* A somnambulist, named Kramer, begged her doctor not to return 
home his usual way, as he was in danger of being struck by a falling 
tile. The doctor went through a bye-street, but others who had heard 
the warning and wished to test its truth, went the other way, and a 
tile fell at the moment the doctor would have reached the spot had he 
gone the usual way instead of turning up a bye-street.t

We thus see that, in clairvoyance, necessity and chance are often both 
included, and from this we may conclude that chance is only relative, 
and that it is based on necessity, that is to say, that both have a com
mon point of departure. This applied to the course of our life would give 
rise to a very remarkable transcendental fatalism, which Schopenhauer 
lias acutely analysed, and through which he conies close)- to the tran
scendental subject as the dramaturge of our life, than in any other point 
of his philosophy : “ And indeed it is this analogy with a dream which
enables us to see, though it be but in the dim distance, how the secret 
power which rules and orders those external circumstances which affect 
us according to its own ends, may yet be rooted in the depths of our own 
unfathomable being. Even in dreams the circumstances which become 
the motives of our actions appear as external, independent of ourselves, 
often indeed detested by us, and as happening together entirely by 
chance ; while there yet exists between them a secrete and purposive 
connection; for a hidden power, which all chance events in dream obey, 
governs and arranges these circumstances, and that simply and solely 
in relation to ourselves. The most wonderful thing is that this power 
turns out at last to be no other than our own will, though from a 
standpoint that does not fall within our clream-consciousness ; whence 
it follows that the events in a dream are so often contrary to what we 
seem to desire, filling us with surprise, vexation, even with terror and 
the fear of death, while fate, which, however, we secretly guide our
selves, seemingly fails to come to our rescue ; just as if we eagerly asked 
some question and received an answer which astonished u s ; or again 
as if we ourselves were asked, as in an examination, and were unable to 
give the answer, whereupon, to our disgrace, some other answers cor
rectly ; while in the one case as in the otliex-, the answer cannot but 
come from our own resources.

It might be thought from these words of Schopenhauer's that there 
were two kinds of chance, those that, with a mere appearance of exter
nality, proceed from this internal transcendental fatalism ; and others 
that lie in external necessity ; that, further, the first kind, because they 
proceed from the transcendental subject, may also be foreseen, but not 
so the others. However this may be, the fact remains that chance causes

* Schopenhauer : “ Parerya” 1, 270.
+ Archiv. 1.2. 467. 4.
X Schopenhauer ; “ Parerga” I, 251.
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i /»l-iirvovance that cannot be overcome by all seers. From 
shall be able to draw certain conclusions, but we must first col

lect ( 7 b be continued.)

THE INTERIOR OF THE EARTH.
/''CIb’NCF, as yet, lias not been successful in coming1 to any certain 
j  conclusion as to the mysteries that exist beneath our feet. Home 
flm’ty years ago, the theory that we were standing on a thin crust which 
liadcooled over a cave of still molten matter, was taught with assu
me and plausibility in all scientific manuals. Then came the school 
o f Greikie and others, casting doubts on this theory. The earth’s weight 
o r gravital attraction was against it, also the absence of tides in the 
molten ocean beneath. The phenomenon of heat increasing with depth 
beneath the surface was explained by them as being due to the increased 
pressure; and the phenomenon of volcanoes and molten Java as being 
simply a local and temporary melting of rock caused by the heat made by 
the friction of the edges of two large masses sinking and rising side by 
side, or by the heat generated by chemical action, like percolating sul- 
plmric acid, and meeting with beds of zinc, or by the pressure of steam 
enclosed in holes or caverns beneath.

Between these two rival teachings the searcher for truth who turns 
his eyes to science for help), has had «an unhappy time of it. But now, at 
one of the recent conversaziones of the Royal Society, a distinguished 
Fellow of that Society, Mi*. Henry Wilde, f . n. s., of Manchester, has pro
pounded a new theory that may give more satisfaction to the perplexed 
mind.

He assumes that inside the globe as we know it, there is a second 
plobe rotating like the outer one in the phane of the ecliptic degrees, 
but losing one revolution in 960 years or 2 2 5  of a degree annually. This 
inner globe is also a magnet but electro-dynamic.

His argument for this assumption is that it alone explains all the 
puzzling phenemena of magnetism on the earth’s surface, such as the 
variations of the magnetic pole and the magnetic dip.

To demonstrate that his theory did explain these, he exhibited two 
globes, one within the other and each containing a coil of insulated wire, 
through which currents of electricity could he sent, and mounted, so that 
their motions should be such as to agree with his hypothesis. By pla
ting a compass over different parts of the outer globe, he obtained the 
same variations and dip as are found in nature ; so he considered he had 
Proved his case. A t all events he has done so until some better hypo
thesis is brought forward.

Certainly this supposition is much more satisfying to all who have 
attempted to approach the problem by other methods. It accords with 
•dements of clairvoyants which have been published from time to time 
^hng the last fifty years. Some clairvoyants have gone beyond Mr.
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Wilde and said they have seen more than one globe within globe be
neath our feet.

It accoi'ds also better with the latest advances of physicists as i-e- 
gavds the explanation of the phenomena of magnetism, electricity, the 
spectrum bands of light and the sand-traced diagrams made by sound 
waves. These phenomena are forcing the advanced thinkers to adopt 
the view that atoms of different size and rapidity are rotating and pass
ing between the earth and the sun in two lines contrapressing on each 
other— the difference of size and i*otation causing the atoms to alter- 
natelv aiwrenrate and sesrresjate in bands or layers of maximum and 
minimum pressure, in othei’ words, in alternate stratas and atmospheres 
—both above and within one another ad -infinitum.

These strata need not be always stretching out horizontally. As 
the atoms ai'e rotating, like the winds, in their passage to and from the 
sun— these lavers may roll up into scrolls and form a nucleus or globe 
rotating in an atmosphere. Atoms must, therefore, be looked upon as 
made up of distinct contratending or reacting essences alternately plus 
and minus condensed.

The science of Physics will never be properly explained till physi
cists come to recognize that there is no absolute line between matter and 
force, and that the ultimate reduction of matter, viz., atoms, are nothing 
themselves but points of static equilibrium between two equal and oppo
site forces. We must distinguish minus as well as plus forces everywhere 
at work, and even for the intellectual grasp of certain problems be con
tent to consider atoms as well as forces as minus and plus. IV ith this 
key in our hands we may understand the arrangement of our globe in 
alternate stratas of solid, liquid and atmosphere— using these last three 
terms in a strictly comparative sense, because what the inhabitants of our 
stratum may call atmospheric, the inhabitants of a higher stratum might 
call solid. This last remark leads to the consideration of certain corolla
ries which would follow from the establishment of this proposition.

First, if there are strata separated by bands of atmosphere beneath 
the crust on which we stand, why not also above our heads ? Above 
our atmosphere there is every likelihood of there being another stratum 
of plus condensed pressure— rotating at its own rate— and above that 
another and another again. Indeed the fact that the different planet- 
spheres revolve round the sun in periods of time proportional to the 
cube of their mean distances from it, seems to point out that they are in
digenous to contradistinct stratifications of solar gravity, and, similarly, 
each secondary sphere or satellite is a mark of a distinct stratification, 
whose axial velocities decx*ease correspondingly to their distance from 
their central nuclei.

There is probably some law limiting the number of stratifications 
each planet has, probably according to its distance from the sun. Since 
we have seen that the hypothesis of these atmospheric stratifications 
depends on the existence of contradistinctly rotating atmospheric stratifi-
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étions above, or emanating- from the sun, and since the existence of 
êiius and Mercury between us and the sun, indicates the existence of three 

gtrata of atmospheres between us and the sun, viz., one between the Sun 
jnd Mercury, one between Mercury and Venus, and one between Venus 
jDd the Earth, so the Earth lias three atmospheric stratifications, Venus 
tffo and Mercury one.

A second corollary presents itself. If this stratum is inhabited, why 
not the others by entities, the tenuity of whose bodies is in proportion to 
the tenuity of the matter of the stratum ? Those who accept the teachings 
of Theosophical writers or the revelations of Spiritualistic mediums, 
ivould have no difficulty in peopling- these stratifications. To Tlieoso- 
pliists the ones above us might be the habitats of Devas and Rishis and 
astrals, the ones beneath us of elementáis and elementaries. To Spiritu
alists—above us would lie the spheres of Summerland. below us the homes 
of dark spirits and those in prison as well as of elementáis— our stratum 
being the home of spirits intermediate between darle and bright.

Again another thought— each personal self of us is conscious of a 
body on this stratum, may -we not have bodies or “ doubles” belonging to 
the other spheres of which we are occasionally conscious.

Be this as it may, certain it is that the inhabitants of spheres above 
usare more intelligent or advanced than those of spheres below. This 
is because we perceive that the arrangement of the substance of a sphere 
of gravity in strata alternately nuclear and atmospheric, is in accordance 
with the increase of space from the centre of the sphere. This increase 
of space, the further from the centre, gives more rapid rotivity to the spe- 
rnles and hence quicker feelings and intelligences, since these depend on 
rapidity of brain action.

V\ W . T HU K STAX, M. A.

THE SACRED FIRE.
"pHE Parsis are sometimes called tire-worshippers, because they hold 

fire in higher reverence than any other nation of the world, except 
l'erhaps the Chinese. But the Parsis do not stand alone in their rever
se towards this visible symbol of the Divine. Like their brother 
a<lepts of Iran, the ancient Indian Rislus have also installed fire in places 

worship. It is therefore quite natural that one should turn to the 
Vas to see what has been therein written about this sacred element. 
V i—Fire— is there spoken of as Bralimasvarup, i. e., of a form like 
l7lbina. The Rig Veda is replete with solemn addresses and invoca- 

tl0r>s to Fire ; the first sliloka of the first book of which begins thus :—

‘‘ 1 adore Agni, the most ancient, family priest, the Lord of Yajna, the 
'V  priest, the Hotaram, the jewel in the Supreme Soul.”

The Vishnu Purana also speaks of Agni as the “ month-bom son of

1 booking to other great religious, we find the early Christians 
“ the Lord, thy God, is a consuming fire.” Their reference to
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tlie “ burning bush of Moses" shows them to be as much “ fire-worship 
pers” as any “ heathen” venerator of the divine element. The Rosicru- 
eians have regarded fire in the same light as the Aryans have clone 
Hermetism is the science of fire, says Eliphas Levi, the great French 
mystical writer and occultist. As stated above, next to the Parsis, 
the Chinese take a greater care of fire than any other nation of 
the world. A lamp or fire is said to be kept perpetually burning in 
their houses, whereon they burn incense and other fragrant things. 
Passing over the civilized nations, we find the “ savage” of the Western 
hemisphere proclaiming himself as “ born of fire,” and herein he seems 
to have more true and sound philosophy as regards the law of evolution 
than any modern scientist can boast of, or can hope to expound. Thus 
Ave see that fire is held in almost universal reverence by a very large 
section of humanity, and that both the “ savage” and “ civilized” unite 
in adoring this A'isible effulgent symbol of the Supreme.

Now let us proceed to examine Avhat this general reverence for fire is 
due to. Is it because the learned Christian theologians of the West in
culcate that tire is an instrument of punishment— as used bv them in the 
days of the Inquisition— for the punishment of the wicked and impeni
tent in the state after death, or because the modern scientist teaches that 
it is the effect of combination : it is heat and light and motion and a cor
relation of physical and chemical forces in general ? This can hardly be 
the reason for fire commanding the veneration of both the “ savage” and 
the “ enlightened.” The reason and the true explanation lie in the fact 
that “ fire is the most perfect and unadulterated reflection, in Heaven 
as on Earth, of the O ne flame” — the all-perAbiding Deity. “ It is Life 
and Death, the origin and end of every material thing,” as is taught in 
the Secret Science. The Rosicrucians Avho had borrowed all their ideas 
concerning fire as a mystic and di\dne element from the “ Fire Philoso
phers,” the Magii, or the Persian mystics of yore, defined fire in the 
most correct Avay, as can be seen from their Avritings preserved to us. 
Much useful and interesting information can be gleaned on this point 
from “ The Rosicrucians,” by Hargrave Jennings. Robert Fludd, the 
famous English Hermetist and the chief of the “ Philosophers by Fire,” 
analyses fire into three distinct parts : (1) a visible flame (corresponding 
to body) ; (2) an invisible astral fire (soul) ; and (3) spiritual essence of 
fire. He further' divides the first into four parts, just as in the case of 
the septenary division of man’s constitution, that is, (1) heat (life), (2) 
light (mind), (3) electricity (kamic or molecular powers), and (4) meta- 
spirit, the synthetic essence or the radical cause of its existence and 
manifestation. Among the Rosicrucians fire was regarded as the symbol 
of Deity. It was the source not only of the material atoms, but the 
container of the spiritual and psychic forces energising them. Broadly 
analysed, fire, as stated above, is a triple principle, esoterically, a septe
nary, as are all the rest of the elements. The term “ Living Fire” Avas 
used by them as a Theurgic term. Its symbol is the sun, certain of whose 
nays develop the fire of life in a diseased body, impart the knowledge of
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tIie future to the sluggish mind, and stimulate to active function a 
certain psychic and generally dormant facility in man.

Fire has been regarded in all ages and climes as the visible symbol 
0f the invisible. In the Zend Avesta, by which title the Zoroastrian 
scriptures are generally known, fire is a comprehensive term used not 
merely for the physical fire, but also for that active divine principle in 
nature which pervades and energises the whole universe, which is akin to 
“Foliat,” the ceaseless formative and destructive fire in nature.

In Simon Magus, the great Samaritan Gnostic, the Parsis will find 
a Zoroastrian of Zoroastrians. In his philosophy we not only find Vohu- 
manoand Ashavahista, but also other Amesha-Spentas— mentioned in the 
Avesta—forming the celestial heptarchy'. He calls the manifested Deity,
Fire— not the physical fire, but that which is “ Divine Light and Life 
and Mind, the Perfect Intellect,” which exactly corresponds with the 
description of Ahura-Mazda as given in the Zoroastrian scriptures.
"The generable cosmos,” he says, “ was generated from the Ingenerable 
Fire; and it commenced to be generated in the following ways. The 
first six Roots of the Principle of generation (corresponding to the 
six Amesha-Spentas of the Zoroastrians) which the generated (sic 
Cosmos) took, were from that Fire. And the Roots,” he goes on to say, 
“were generated from the Fire in pairs (dualism in nature),” and he 
calls these Roots, Mind and Thought, Voice and Name, Reason and Reflec
tion, and in these six Roots there was the whole Boundless Power in 
potentiality hut not in actuality. “ And this Boundless Power is He 
who has stood, stands, and will stand; who, if His imaging is perfected 
while in the six Powers, will be in Essence, Power, Greatness and Complete
ness, one and the same with the ingenerable and Boundless Power, and not 
a single wit inferior to that ingenerable, unchangeable and Boundless 
Power.” Here we clearly perceive Boundless Power as the Zarvane- 
Akame of the Avesta.

I shall now quote a few passages from a standard work on Theosophy 
to show what part Fire plays in the economy of the Kosmos. These 
may appear to the average man or to the man of mere intellect without 
spiritual intuition merely a collection of high-sounding, meaningless 
words. But these so-called liigh-sounding and meaningless passages are 
not only to be found in the works of all the great saviours and sages of 
the world, but in almost all literary works which have any pretension to 
explain the divine mysteries of the Universe or the higher phases in 
nature and in man. Nay, we may go further and state that the sublimest 
efforts of the great poets of the world, be they of whatever nationality, 
are due to their intuitive comprehension, to a certain extent, of these 
inner workings of nature. Thus we see that all the works of these divine 

j sages, mystics and the great world-poets are not to be discarded, because 
i ftey express things which are incomprehensible to our mortal eyes. 

Such works are to be approached with the patience and humility of a 
P'tfe-liearted child, and when we sit down to study earnestly such works

0
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•with a clean heart and open mind, then we are assisted by the very law 
of nature in understanding their inner hidden meaning, and thus our spi
ritual intuition is gradually developed and progress on the divine path 
assured.

W ith these few words of necessary digression we will now pro
ceed to quote the passages on Fire from the work above referred to, aud 
see how far they assist us in a comprehension of the laws of nature.

“  Fire alone is One on the plane o f the One Reality. On that of manifest
ed, hence illusive, being, its particles are fiery lives which live and have their 
being at the expense of every other life that they consume. From the one 
life, formless and uncreate, proceeds the universe of lives. First was mani
fested from the Deep (chaos) cold, lum inous fire which form ed the curds 
in space...... These fought and a great heat was developed by the encounter
ing and collision which produced rotation. Then came the first manifested 
material—Fire, the hot Flames, the wanderers in heaven (com ets); heat 
generates moist vapours ; that forms solid waters, then dry mist, then liquid 
mist, water that puts out the luminous brightness o f the pilgrim s (comets) 
and forms from solid watery wheels (matter globes). Then Bhumi (the earth) 
appears with six sisters.” (Note.—Bhumi with her six sisters refer to the 
seven Kershavaras of the'Zoroastrian cosmogony. A ccord ing  to the Yedic 
teaching there are three earths corresponding to three heavens, and our earth 
is called Bhumi. Evidently all these refer to the earth-chain.) “  Light is the 
cold flame and flame is fire, and the fire produces heat, which yields water, 
the water of life is the great Mother”  (chaos).

The words Light, Fire and Flam e in the above passage have been 
used by its author in the sense o f the fire ph ilosop h y  o f the Mag'ii of 
old. Light is called “  cold flame”  in the above passage. Says the com
mentary on this passage :

“ Because in the order of cosmic evolution (as taught in the Secret 
Science) the energy that actuates matter after its first formation into atoms 
is generated on our plane by cosmic heat ; and because Kosmos, in the sense 
of dissociated matter, was not before that period.” “ The first primordial 
matter, eternal and coeval with space, which has neither a beginning or end, 
is neither hot nor cold, but is of its own special nature.” “ This tire is the 
one cosmic element, all-creative force plus Absolute Intelligence.” “ It ex
pands when the breath of fire (the Father) is upon it ; it contracts when the 
breath of the Mother (the root of matter) touches it. Then the Sons (the 
Elements with their respective Powers and Intelligences) dissociate and 
scatter, to return into their Mother’s bosom at the end of the Great Day and 
rebecome one with her. When it is cooling it becomes radiant, its Sons 
expand and contract through their own selves and hearts, they embrace Infin
itude.”

“ The expanding of the Universe under the breath of Fire is very 
suggestive in the light of the Fire-mist period. Great heat breaks up the 
compound elements and resolves the heavenly bodies into their primeval one 
element.”

From the passages quoted above (w hich are from the Stanzas of 
Dzyan) we can clearly see the dawn and dissolution of the (JniYerse, in 
other words, the Manvantaras and Prala-yas. Nay, they also confirm the
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ibcory of the formation of the heavenly bodies as propounded by the 
rt(nt French philosopher Descartes, his famous “ nebular hypothesis.” 
The above passages require further elucidation, but a short paper like this 
is not the proper place to discuss them in all their bearings, referring as 
they do to the vast and grand subject of the building of the Universe. 
Readei's who wish to have a clearer idea on this subject will find all they 
nautili the “ Secret Doctrine,” and they may also profitably consult the 
series of lectures delivered by Mrs. liesant at the recent (1893) Adyar 
Convention on the subject of “ The Building of the Cosmos.”

In the “ Oracles of Zoroaster,” published in 1593 by the learned 
Fmnciscus Patricius, we find the following fragmentary allusion to Fire 
as the main factor in the building of the Cosmos :—

" For the Father congregated seven firmaments of the world, circum
scribing heaven in a round figure. He fixed a great company of in-erratic 
stars, and he constituted a septenary of erratic animals, placing earth in the 
middle, and water in the middle of the earth; the air above these. He 
fixed a great company of in-erratic stars, to be carried not by laborious 
and troublesome tension, but by a settlement which hath xxo error. He 
fixed a great company of in-erratic stars, forcing Fire to Fire to be carried by 
a settlement which hath not error. He constituted them six, casting into 
the midst the Fire of the Sun, suspending their disorder in well-ordered 
zones.”

In these same “ Zoroastrian Oi’acles,” we find various other allu
sions to Fire as an ever-pervading agent throughout cosmic evolution, 
from its daxvn to its dissolution. W e select here some of the passages 
under various heads, where these allusions occur, as they will prove pro
foundly interesting to all students of occultism :—

“ The Monad, Dyad, and Tryad.—The third aerial, which cherisheth the 
earth in Fire; and fountain of fountains and of all fountains ; the matrix con
taining all things. Thence abundantly springs forth the generation of mul
tifarious matter. Thence extracted a i ‘roster, the flower of glowing F ir e ; 
Wring into the cavities of the world : for all things from thence begin to 
extend downwards their admirable beams.

“ Father, Mind.—The Father hath snatched away himself ; neither hath he 
shut up his own Fire in his intellectual power. For the Father perfected 
all things, and delivered them over to the second mind, which the whole race 
of men call the first light begotten of the Father ; for he alone having crop
ped the flower of the mind from the Father’s vigour, for the paternal self- 
hegotten mind, understanding his work, sound in all the fiery  bond of love, 
that things might continue for ever.

“ lntelligibles.—Learn the Intelligible, since it exists beyond the mind, 
and of the mind which moves the empyreal heaven, for the Fire world is 
the mind of the mind... But it behoves not to consider this intelligible with 
fehemence of intellection, but with the ample flam e of the ample mind, which 
measureth all things except this Intelligible.

/elect«.—Jlut they (ideas) were divided, being by intellectual Fire distri
buted into other intellectuals ; for the king did set before the multiform world
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an intellectual incorruptible pattern.... Oh how the world hath intellectual 
guides inflexible! Because she is the opuratrix, because she is the dispensatrix 
of life-giving Fire.

“ Soul, Nature.— For the soul being a bright Fire, by the power of the 
Father remains immortal and is mistress of life, and possesseth many com
plexions of the cavities of the world. The channels, being intermixed, she 
performs the work of incorruptible fire. Next the paternal conceptions.
[ (the soul) dwell; warm heating all things ; for he did put the mind in the 
soul, the soul in the dull body of us, the Father of gods and men imposed 
abundantly animating light, fire, ether, worlds.. The Maker operating by 
himself framed the world, and there was another bulk of jire, by itself 
operating all things that the body of the world may be perfected, that 
the world might be manifest and not seem membranous. lie framed the 
whole world of Fire and water and earth, and all-nourishing ether, the 
inexpressible and expressible watch-words of the world.”

The “ Oracles” thus deliver themselves on the mysterious and glori
ous depth of our inmost Being:—

“ Let the immortal depth of thy soul be predominant, but all thy eyes 
extend upwards. Stoop not down to the dark world, beneath which con
tinually lies a faithless depth, and Hades, dark all over, squalid, delighting 
in images, unintelligible, precipitous, craggy, a depth : always rolling, 
always espousing an opacous, idle, breathless body, and the light-hating 
world and the winding currents, by which many things are swallowed up.”
“ Seek Paradise; seek tlion the way of the sold, whence or by what 
order, having served the body at the same place from which thou didst How, 
thou mayest rise up again joining action to sacred speech. Stoop not down, 
for a precipice lies below on the earth, drawing through the ladder which 
hath seven steps, beneath which is the throne of necessity. Enlarge not 
thou thy destiny. The soul of man will hi a manner clasp God to herself; 
having nothing mortal she is wholly inebriated from God : for she boasts 
harmony hi which the mortal body exists. If thou extend the fiery mind 
to the work of piety, thou shalt preserve the flexible body. There is room 
for the image also in the eircumlucid place. Every way to the unfashioned 
soul stretch the reins of fire. The fire-glowing cogitation hath the first 
rank. For the immortal approaching to the fire shall have light from God.”

In connection with the above sublime passage wre may observe that 
the Yogi likens Paramátma—the Infinite Spirit— to nothing else than a 
flame unlimited. It is again the Agni-Kalá, the up-going, fire-like spi
ritual sight, that the Yogi has to meditate on, who means to successfully 
checkmate and oppose Ahriman—evil, personified in all its manifold 
aspects. This also explains why Asha vallista of the A vesta, or, as lie is 
commonly called, Ardibehest Ameslia-Spenta, the archangel presiding 
over Fire, one of the celestial hierarchy, one of the direct emanations 
of the Infinite Spirit, is represented in the Ardibeliasta Yashta as the 
successful smiter of demons, evil and its whole brood, in the words 
of the “ Oracles” :—

“ When thou seest a sacred fire without form, shining dashingly 
through the depths of the world, hear the voice of F ire — [the Y oice of
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^ Silence, the voice of Logos, same as t-lie Hanovar of the Zoroastrians). 
flu; Yogi has then reached the final goal, the state of Brahman— where, 
ju the words of the Gita, “  rests no dread,”  and after attaining which—

*• Live where he will,
Die when he may, srich passeth from all plaining,
To blest Nirvana, with the Gods attaining.”

Viewed from any standpoint, it will strike all true students of 
spiritual science that in establishing Fire as the visible object of worship 
[or the Invisible Infinite Spirit, the renowned prophet of ancient Iran, 
the Holy Zarathustra, sought to secure the maximum of good to man- 
hind, and indirectly pointed the way to the miurnum bonum of existence.

How we shall proceed to see the place assigned to Fire in the 
scheme of evolution, both cosmic and human, in the sacred Aryan liter
ature. It is said that the Deity, the radical one, is eternal and infinite 
substance, or, as elsewhere expressed, the Loid thy God is a consum
ing fire,” and never consumed, and this is entirely borne out by the 
occult teaching when it says :— u Thus Avere the Arupa and Rupa worlds 
formed. From one light seven lights, from each of the seven, seA'en 
times seven” (8. I)., Yol. 1, p. 121). W e see here se\-en lights ema
nating from one light— the one infinite eternal substance. In the 
someway the Vedic Agni is also described as seven-tongued (sapta- 
jiko) and seven-flamecl (sapta-jvala). Their names are Kali, Karali, 
Mano-Java, Su-lohita, Su-dhumravarna, Ugra or Sphulingini, and Pra- 
dipta, and their esoteric significance denotes the septenary prismatic 
colours and other septenaries in nature. Similarly Ave find in Zoroas
trianism seven tires. In Yasna xvii, Fire is lauded in the following 
terms:—“ Thee, O Fire, son of Ahura-Mazda, the Pure, Lord of Puri
ty, praise we : the Fire Berezi-savo, praise Ave: the Fire Vohufryana, 
praise we: the Fire Urvazista, praise Ave : the Fire Spenista, praise we t 
lhe pure King—the adorable Nairyo Sanha, praise we! The Fire, the 
Master over all dwellings, created by Mazda, the son of Ahura-Mazda, 
the Pui-e, Lord of Purity, praise we : together with all Fires !”

Out of the seven tires, five are known, says the Bundahish, 
fit., the Fire Berezi-savo, the Fire Vohufryan, the Fire Urvazista, 
4e Fire Vazisht and the Fire iSpenisht. These live fires correspond to 
Ae five known elements, the remaining two being still latent like the 
too undeveloped senses in man. These five fires were diffused through 
^msubstances, that is to say, the Avorks of the six periods, or, as they are 
tolled in Zoroastrianism, the six Gahambars, in the successive evolution 
ofthe world. The six Gahambars are— (1 ) Maediyozarem, in which the 

| Wenly canopy Avas formed ; (2 ) Maediyoshaliim, in which the collect- 
t̂ooisture formed the steamy clouds from  Avliieh the waters Avere 

i ^Hy precipitated ; (3 ) Paetishahim, Avlien the earth becomes consoli- 
j t̂odout of primeval cosm ic a tom s; (4 ) lyathrem, in which earth 
| birth to vegetation; (5 ) Macdiyarem, Avlien the latter slowly evolut-
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ed into animal life ; and (6 ) Hamespitlmiidam, when the lower animals 
culminated in man- These periods, it will be observed, describe to a 
certain extent the cosmic evolution as shown in the passage from the 
“ Secret Doctrine” quoted above. All this will strike the most casual rea
der to be Darwinism pure and simple, but the theory of Darwin does not 
step beyond the physical evolution of man, and has not a word to say 
about the monadic.

Thus far we have seen what part Fire plays in cosmogenesis or the 
building of the Universe; now we shall proceed to examine the part 
played by it in anthropogeuesis or the evolution of man. The human 
race, says the Bundahish, is not only descended from the primeval man, 
Gayomard, from whom the metals are also derived, but it lias also pass
ed through a vegetable existence before it evolved into its present 
condition. This view is further supported by the Stanzas of Dzyan, as 
will be seen from the following passage :—

“ The spark hangs from the flame by the finest thread of Foliat. It 
journeys through the seven worlds of Maya. It stops in the first (kingdom) 
and is a metal and a stone, it passes into the second (kingdom) and be
hold a plant; the plant whirls through seven forms, and becomes a sacred 
animal (the first shadow of the physical man). From the combined attributes 
of these Manu (man) the Thinker is formed”—(Stanza vii).

Now let us see what is signified by “ Flames” and “ Sparks” 
in this stanza:—

“ Our earth and man,” says the commentary on it, “ are the products 
of three fires—S'uchi, Pavamana and Pavaka. These three names answer 
in Sanskrit to the electric fire, the solar fire, and the fire produced by fric
tion. These three fires are spirit, soul and body. In the exoteric accounts 
they are personified as three sons of Agin Abhimanin, the eldest son of 
Brahma, the Cosmic Logos, by Sevaha, one of Dakslia’s daughters. In the 
esoteric sense the ‘ fire of friction’ means the union between Buddhi and Manas, 
which are thus united or cemented together, the Manas merges partly into, 
and becomes part of, the Monad; in the physical it relates to the creative 
spark, or germ, which fructifies and generates the human being. These three 
‘ sons of Agni Abhimanin’ were, it is said in the Blnigavata Parana, con
demned by a curse of Yasislita, the great Sage, ‘ to be born over and over 
again.’ ” The ‘ Flames,’ therefore, who ¡ire indifferently called Prajapatis, 
Pitris, Manus, Rishis, Kumaras, Ac., are said to incarnate personally in the 
Third Root-Race, and thus find themselves “ re-born over and over again.”

The “ spark” mentioned in the above stanza is Jiva, “ the Monad 
in conjunction with Manas, or rather its aroma—that which remains from 
each personality, when worthy, and hangs from A'tma-Buddhi, the 
flame, by the thread of life,” or Foliat, which corresponds to the “ Apani- 
Napat”* of the Avesta aiid the Vedas.

This Spark or Jiva, journeying through the seven worlds of Maya, 
alludes to the pilgrimage of the Jiva through the seven globes of the

* The word means the “ Son of Waters” (of Space, i. e., ether). In the Avesta 
it stands for the “ Fire-yazatas” and the “ Water-yazatas.”
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planetary chain, and the seven Rounds, or the forty-nine stations of 
ietive existence that are before the Spark or Monad at the beginning of 
every great life-cycle or M auvantara, which cycle is analogous to Frasho- 
l;araitira in the Zoroastrian system.

Again, following the Bmtdahish, we find that the three Fires named 
above, correspond in the Zoroastrian scriptures to three Fires— A 'dar- 
(rushaspa, A 'dar-Kliurdat or Frohba, and A 'd a r  Meher-Burzin, which 
all three go to form  the w hole body o f the Fire Vahram or Beliaram, 
and this, together with the terrestrial fire, is the Fire worshipped by the 
Parsis in their Fire-tem ples or Atesh-Behram . Proceeding further it 
states, “ And those breathing souls, i. e., the fires, are lodged in them ; a 
counterpart of the body o f man (the astral body) where it forms in the 
womb of the mother, and soul from  the spirit (w orld) settles with (it), 
which controls the body while liv in g  ; when that body dies the body min
gles with the earth, and the soul goes back to the Spirit”  (xvii. 9). The 
Fire Vahram of the BnndaliistU is the sacred Fire of the Mazdean altar. It 
is,so to say, an “ incarnation”  o f the Celestial Fire, identical with the 
Fire-Self. It cannot be sim ply the physical fire, seeing that three 
spiritual fires have emanated from  it, viz., the Fire Gushaspa, the Fire 
Khurd&t, and the Fire M eher-Burzin. These three fires are again sym
bolized in the three sacred fires of the Par-sis, which are the Atash 
Behram, Atash A'dram and Atash Dadgali.

If A'dar Gushaspa be taken as the “  firmamental or electric”  fire, 
corresponding to the V aidyuta  o f the V edas, we may also recognise in 
the Fire-Nairyosanh the V ed ic  Vaishvanara, which is represented to be 
"equally the prop and navel o f the U niverse,”  as that Fire (Nairyosanh) 
is spoken of in the A vesta as the fire “  bestowed in the navel of kings,”  
and man is undoubtedly a “  k in g ,”  inasm uch as it is in his power to 
effectually control and govern his whole kingdom — his lower nature and 
bis higher faculties. Thus A 'dar Gushaspa, with Nairyosanh, seem to 
sustain human life and support the whole universe, both the macrocosm 
and the microcosm.

We have spoken of m an’s threefold  division above, i. e., body, soul 
and spirit ; we shall now proceed to  exam ine him from  the standpoint of 
the sevenfold classification fam iliar to all students of Theosophy, which 
are also alluded to in Yasna 54 o f the Avesta. The Seven Principles 
are correlated to the various fires m entioned above. It is said, “  that in 
the midst of life-winds, i. e., the current o f life-forces in man, blazes the 
Whvânara fire sevenfold, fo r  there are seven tongues of the blaze of 
âishvânara— these are the seven officiating- priests”  : and the priests 

•has spoken of are the seven princip les referred to. Thus in each 
Principle of man we see a fire. Out o f these seven we have to deal at 
Posent more with the fire o f the soul than w ith any other. The human 

which comprises Manas (m in d ), Chitta (heart), Buddki, (intelli- 
according to the H indu classification ), and Ahanktira (I-am -ness),
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is also a five. This fact has been referred to in the “ Zoroastrinn 0ni
cies’' alluded to above:

“ For the soul being a bright fire by the power of the Father, remains 
immortal and is mistress of life; and possesseth many complexions of the 
cavities of the world; for it is in imitation of the mind, hut that which is 
born hath something of the body. The channels being intermixed, she per
forms the works of Incorruptible Fire. Next the paternal conception ‘F  dwells 
warm heating all things, for He did put the mind in the soul, the soul in the 
dull body."

Viewed in this light, let us learn a lesson of life from Yasna 61, 
or the A’tash Niyaesh, the prayer offered by the Parsis before the Sacred 
Fire. A part of this prayer runs as follows :—

“ Offering and praise, good nourishment, fortunate nourishment, help
ful nourishment, vow I to Thee, Oh Fire, son of Ahura-Mazda !

“ To thee is offering to Ire made, thou art to be praised, mayest thou Ire 
provided with offering and praise in the dwellings of men !

“ Hail to the man who continually offers to thee, holding firewood in 
the hand, holding Baresma in the hand, holding Jivam in the hand and hold
ing mortar in the hand !”

It will be seen from the above passage that in the A vesta, Fire is 
emphatically called the “ Ron of Ahura-Mazda,” and rightly so.

For what else is there but Fire that inherits in so eminent a degree 
the divine attributes, the true reflection of its “  Father in Heaven’’— 
radiant, pure, all-pervading ? Symbolical of all that is holy, adorable 
and pure, what else but fire, diffused as it is on all the seven planets, 
could be a fitting medium for the worship of the Supreme One ? It is 
the divine seers, the illuminatii alone, who are in a position to estimate as 
its proper worth the high value of tire as a medium or an object of 
worship for the masses, knowing as they do the potency of this spiritual 
power in bestowing on man gifts that ultimately secure his material 
and spiritual well-being. It may here be observed in passing that Agui, 
God of Fire, was the oldest and most revered of gods in India, and 
that he is regarded as one of the three great deities— Agni, Vayu, Surya, 
and also all the three, as he is the triple aspect of Fire, in heaven as 
the Sun, in the Vayu or atmosphere as the lightning, on the earth as 
ordinary Fire. In fact Agni belonged to the earlier Vedic Trimurti 
before Vishnu was given a place of honour and before Brahma and S'iva 
were installed in the Hindu Pantheon.

In the above quoted passage from the Avesta, the “ good nourish
ment” of the Fire evidently refers to the sweet-scented w ood and other 
incense carried to it by the votaries ; and the “  good and helpful nourish
ment” i-e., Manaslrni, Gavashni, Kunashni, the pure thoughts, pure words 
and pure deeds of the votary, the triple pr inciples on which the superb 
ethics of the Zoroastriau faith are based are to be offered to the Spirit
ual Fire, the Fire-self. According to the Bhagavad (Ufa also whatever 
is to be done is to be left to Krishna, the Fire. The words Aescham,
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Bevestna. .Tivam and the golden mortar in the hands of the priest are 
symbolical, relating to the sacred liaom  Tree, the Heavenly Tree of Life, an 
explanation of which would be out of place here. Proceeding further 
the same A'tash isiyaesh says :—

“ Give me, oh ! Fire, son of Alutra-Mazda, pure brightness, pure nourish
ment, pure life ; greatness, progression, illumination, (and) for the soul courage 
and activity, wisdom, and understanding, which afterwards grows .itself and 
docs not diminish.”

In the above soul-stirring passage the earnest student of psychology 
will tind a tine under-current of the personal experience of the illuminatii.
It is like a message of hope to hum anity; to the faithful devotee it 
breathes bliss and felicity divine, and offers through spiritual knowledge 
and purity of life, the salvation he ever yearns after. To man it teaches 
in hope-inspiring terms his highest destiny— to strive to attain the 
highest state possible to him. The white, bright path of purity and 
holiness is pointed out, and the luminous light of spiritual knowledge 
vouchsafed to him in his earnest attempt to east off his muddy vesture, 
to wipe himself clean of all that is earthly, and shine as bright and 
become as pure as his inner-self was when it was first detached from its 
parent source, Ineffable Effulgence. Those who have eyes to see may 
see, those who have ears to hear may hear.

In an episode of the Chliandogya Upanishad we find identical teach
ing, where the knowledge attainable through this visible symbol of the 
divine is clearly inculcated.

The teacher of a Bvahmacharin named Upakosala granted leave 
to all his other pupils to return home, hut refused that indulgence to 
Upakosala while he him self went on a pilgrimage. For twelve years 
the teacher was absent from  his Ashram, and during that time the soli
tary disciple served the Fire with great devotion and success. When 
the teacher returned, he at once saw that his faithful disciple had attained 
to divine illumination during his absence, and he addressed his pupil 
thus-.—“ Child, your appearance shines like that of the knower of 
brahma; who has given thee instruction?”  “  W ho will instruct me, Sir ?” 
humbly replied the devoted disciple, and with bowed head he reveren
t ly  pointed at the Fire he had worshipped. “ Did it, child, speak unto 
t ? ” enquired the teacher. “  Even so,”  responded the pupil. 'Then 
t  teacher added, “  Child, they have spoken to you about regions: 1. 
lt)0> will speak to you about them : as water attacheth not unto the leaf 

the lotus, so doth sin attach not unto him who understands them.”  
From another passage in the Abash Xiyaesh we learn :—

‘ ^ith all speaks the Five, the son of AhttraAIazda, for whom ho shines 
ruughout the niijhl, and cooks food. From all he desires good nourish - 

nourishment, helpful nourishment, lie looks at the hand;

thr
ttlp’|t, healthful 

ul 
Min
Mi

Ul who come to him, and sayeth—what brings the friend to the friend, one 
0 (“fames hither to the one who sits alone ? ”

i
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This is a profoundly significant passage, though to the common eye 
of flesh meaningless. Prophets and sages do not come into the world to 
teach humanity the mere vulgar art of cooking food. Their mission is 
divine, and they incarnate in the body to teach the law of Ahura-Mazda, 
to save mankind when wickedness has become too strong for them to 
resist and when righteousness has declined. They rise from age to age, 
taking upon themselves the burden of the flesh, moving like ordinary 
men among the orphan-humanity, succouring the good and thrusting 
back the wicked. The night alluded to in the above passage is the night of 
embodied existence, death, in other words, the interval between two 
successive incarnations. The fire cooking the food at night would there
fore indicate that the fire, i. e., the Immortal Ego, during the interval 
between two incarnations, assimilates the aroma of all his unselfish and 
spiritual actions and aspirations. The “ friend who comes ”  is the Lower 
Ego in his passage to the Devaclianic state, and the “ friend avIio sits 
alone” represents the Higher Ego. This passage, read in the light of the 
following passage from the “ Seven Principles of Man,” by Mrs. Annie 
Besant, will be made quite clear:—

“ Soon after the death of the physical body Kama Manas is set free, and 
dwells for a while on the astral plane clothed with a body of astral matter. 
From this all of the Manasic ray [the coming friend] that is pure and un
soiled gradually disentangles itself and returns to its source [the friend who 
sits alone] carrying with it act such of its life experiences as are of a 
nature fit for assimilation with the Higher Ego. Manas thus again becomes 
one, and it remains one during the period which intervenes between two 
incarnations. The Manasic Ego, united to Átma-Buddhi, the two highest prin
ciples in the human constitution . . . passes into the Devaclianic state of
consciousness [which the Parsis call “ Behasta”] resting, as we rest in sleep 
from the weariness of the life struggle through which it has passed, wrap
ped in blissful dreams, coloured and peopled by the experiences of the earth- 
life thus closed. These are carried into the Manasic consciousness by the 
lower ray withdrawn into its source. They make the Devachanic state a 
continuation of earth-life, shorn of its sorrows, a completion of the wishes 
and desires of earth-life, so far as those were pure and noble. . . the Deva-
chanic period is the time for the assimilation of life experiences [when the 
fire “ cooks food”], the regaining of equilibrium, ere a new journey is commen
ced. It is the nigld that succeeds the day of earth-life, the alternatives of 
the objective manifestation.”

None could have thrown a more clear and lucid light on the above 
passage from the “ Atash Niyaesh,” since the 1’arsis left their mother
land of Irán. Here our Parsi brethren may well take a hint of the 
usefulness of Theosophic study in the interpretation of the scriptures 
of their grand and sublime religion,— a religion which, but for Xerxes’ 
reverse on the ever memorable plain of the Marathon,— would have now 
been the religion of Europe. We therefore look with the utmost 
regret at the religious indifference now-a-days prevailing among the 
small community of the Parsis in Bombay and elsewhere, especially in 
the former place, and we invite them to study the deeper and underly
ing meaning of their own scriptures with the help of the Theosophical
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¡ite ra d ire , and they will soon see that what at first sight seem to them 
jn the noble fragment o f their Avesta as meaningless and unintelli
gent, babbling and jargon, convey in reality the deepest and most profound 
spiritual truths. To the spiritually-blind the books of divine wisdom 
are always sealed books, while those of pure heart and humble faith may 
read them while they run ; in other words, “  those that ask shall have» 
those that desire to read shall read, those that desire to learn shall 
learn.”

N a sa r v a xji F . B il im o k ia .

THE BHU'TAS, P RET AS AND PIS'A'CHAS.
\ S throughout the whole of the Sanskrit literature from the Vedas 

to the Puranas mention is made of these important, semi-divine 
entities, it is my intention to collect the various theories concerning 
them from the Vedic to the Pauranic periods and arrange them as far 
as may be clearly and sueeintly.

The importance o f the above subject is enhanced when we know 
that there is not a single work treating* thereof exclusively. The mat
ter is touched upon here and there as an auxiliary to the main topic of 
a work. For instance, the Vishnu Purana, when it describes creation, 
mentions merely that these entities -were created by God, but makes no 
reference to their characteristics or the worship attributed to them. 
This present paper aims tlierefoi’e at bringing together all available 
matter and arranging it in its proper order.

Firstly, as to the origin of these entities. They are but creatures 
of God, like the animals, and Devas. The Rig Veda (IX . lxvi. 20) 
praises Agni (fire) as the benefactor of the five orders of created things. 
The great Sayana, the V edic commentator, enumerates the five orders 
th u sDevas, Manushyas, Gandharvas, Serpents and Pitris. These are the 
primary groups under which all creation falls. The semi-divine entities 
with which we are concerned come under Gandharvas and Pitris.

The Vishnu Purana, Bk. I. Ch. v., is devoted to a description of the 
various creations. Am ong others mention is made of these entities as 
creatures of which the quality Tamas is the essence. The other Puranas 
also repeat the same idea. But this view seems to be not quite correct; 
and Tsvara Krishna in the Sankhya Karika criticises this view and 
propounds his own.

Tsvara Krishna, with the commentator Gaudapada, an equally 
ancient authority, objects to the view that these entities are of the guna 
Tamas; for as such they cannot have the power of possession, i. e\, entering 
(ther bodies than their ow n ; for only Sdt-vic entities can do so. There- 
fore he holds that these beings must be Satvic as they have the power of 
î xsessing, and at the same time admits that they have the quality Tamas 
•̂ich the purely Satvic beings have not. The class of a being, he says,

18 determined by the preponderance of one of the qualities Satva, Rajas or
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Tanias. He holds that the Bhutas, ¿c., are Sat vie entities, but have also 
Tanias.

He divides creation as follows (in the 1A 11 Karika) : “ The di
vine kind (l)aiva Sarga) is of eight sorts: the grovelling is five-fold: 
mankind is single in its class. This briefly is the world of living beings.-’

In the LLY Karika we read :
** Above there is a prevalence of Satva, below the creation is full of 

darkness, in the midst is the predominence of Rajas, from Brahma 
downwards.”

Gaudapada explains:—
“ The eight sorts are Brahma (Iliranyugarbha), Pmjdpati (Virat), 

Nemo (in this is included the Pitris). bull'd, Gandhurva, i ukxluis, Bdksha- 
sas and Pisdchax.”

According to the LIV Karika, each second has less Satva and more 
Rajas and Tamas than the first. Tt cannot be said that in this Satvic 
class any of the divisions has only Satva. The class is called Satvic 
as it has Satva in predominence.

Manu speaks of them in the following way—
“ Rakshasas and Pisachas are the Satvas of Tanias; Gandharvas. 

Yakshas, &c., are Satvas of Rajas ; and Devas, Pitris and Siddhas, Rajas 
of Satvas; and lastly Viraj. the second one of the eight orders, is the 
Satva of Satvas (pure Satva)” XII. 44, 47. 49, 50.

The Bhagavad-Gita (IX. 2o) and (XVII. 4) divides these beings 
into three groups according to their worshippers. “ The Sdtvikai>• (men of 
that quality) worship the I k rax; the Rdjaxds, the Yakxhdx and Rakxhax; 
and the Tdvumh, the Bhvfax and the Pretax, etc."

Then lastly Amara Simha, the renowned author of the Namalinga- 
nusasana, and a great authority among the historical Oriental scholars, 
in his Bk. J. xi, after an enumeration of the several Devas, gives the 
following:—“ Dcvnyouayah (lit. those that sprang from the Devas— 
demigods) Yidyddham, Apxamx, Yaks liar, Rakxhax, Gandhi mix, Kinnd- 
m, Pimcha, dultyaka, Siddhax and Bhiitax.'' This classification can be 
identified with the previous divisions of Divine beings, if we remember 
that the previous division is but a general one, and that some of the new 
names appearing here are but subdivisions of the previous general 
divisions. Kshirasvami, and the other ancient commentators of Amara's 
work, make special mention of the Bhutas and Pisachas and state that they 
are but one and the same with little or no distinction. Thus Amara
assigns to the Bhutas. &c.. a place and rank midway between the Devas 
and the Yanushyas.

Having thus proved the existence of the Bhutas, Pretas, áre., and 
having classified them, I shall now take up the question whether they 
are mortal or immortal.
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Gaudapada calls the first four of I'svara. Krishna's list, viz., Brahma, 

yirat, Soma ami ludra, Amarns (/. e., immortals). These are immortal 
t ^ the sense in which Brahman is changeless and eternal, but in the 

<eUsethlit they do not undergo that change called Death through which 
,11 the lower creation passes. There is another well-known view. 
Jndra,and the other Devas are but offices: and the individual bearing 
that office passes to another state {does not die, but changes) after having 
enjoyed the office for a time according to his karma; but the office is 
itself for ever and is said to be eternal (See Karika X LVJ.I1—Comm.)

Manu, in Bk. 1. 4G, classifies creation into womb-born, egg-born, 
stvcat-born, and seed-born. “  Cattle, deer, carnivorous beasts with two 
rows of teeth, Rakshasas, Pisachas and men are born from the 
womb.” This is corroborated by the Ramayana, where it is stated that 
Ravana. a womb-born Rakshasa, has parents, houses, children, &c. But 
the Rakshasas, Bhutas, &c., being demigods, are thus like gods in that 
they live a long period, a very long period compared with our own lives. 
But they are like men and unlike the Devas in that death overtakes 
them, though very late. These beings have all the powers of divine 
kings though to a limited degree.

1 have so far shown, from ancient reliable authorities, the exist
ence of the Bliutas, tlie Pretas and the Pisaclms, &c., and their divisions 
hy various authorities, and have also attempted a discussion as to 
whether they are mortal or immortal. 1 shall in my succeeding papers 
dwell on the following points :—

1. Their mutual distinctions.
2. Their abodes.
3. Their general characteristics.
•1. Their food.
o. Their power.
0. How to please them.
7. How to avert them and their influence.
8. The mantras and numbers used in pleasing or averting them. 
9- Their power of possessing.
10. Like powers— sucli as Brahmarakshus, etc.

R. A nanthakiusiina S hastky.

{To be continued.)
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^ I c p i c i p o .

M A G A ZIN ES.
The Path— June.— An interesting sketch of some of the main features 

of astrology, by Mr. G. E. Wright, is the.only feature of the June Path, if we 
except the reprint of Madame Blavatsky’s “ Lodges of M agic,” which is a lit
tle out of date now.

AN INTRODUCTION TO Y O G A *
This little pamphlet is another instance of Mr. Tookaram Tatya’s cease

less literary activity. The two articles that comprise it arc reprinted from 
The New Californian. They are clearly and simply written ; but appear to 
us more suitable for circulation in the W est than in the East.

AN INTRODUCTION TO M AN TRA S H A STR A .+
This valuable essay is reprinted from the Theosophist. It contains pro

bably a great deal more occultism tliau the compiler had the least idea of. 
The pamphlet ought to he in the hands of all students and its contents in 
their minds.

THE HERM ETIC ART.J
This, the third volume of Dr. W ynn W estcott’s Hermetic Series, is per

haps the most valuable yet issued. “  A  short enquiry concerning the Her
metic Art,” is the well-known alchemical pamphlet- published in 1714 by a 
“ Lover of Philalethes” . The present reprint of this valuable pamphlet is 
accompanied by a Preface and a particularly interesting and suggestive “ Intro
duction to Alchemy,” by “ S. S. D. D .” ; the concluding paragraph of which 
we quote:

“ I think I have said enough to show that the alchemist undertakes no light 
task. I can hold out no hope of success to those who still retain an absorbing interest 
in the world. In the world adepts may be, not of it. Alchemy is a jealous mistress, 
she demands from pupils no less than life ; for her sake yon must descend into Hell, 
for her sake you must ascend into Heaven. You must have strength and patience, 
nothing must terrify you, the joys of Nirvana must not tempt you ; having chosen 
your work, you must to this end purify yourself from perishable desires, and bring 
down the light of the shining ones, that it may radiate upon you hereon earth. This 
is the work of the alchemist; his true ideal is also the highest ideal of Eastern 
Theosophy ; to choose a life that shall bring him in touch with the sorrows of his race 
rather than accept the Nirvana open to him ; and like other saviours of the world, to 
remain manifested as a living link between the supernal and terrestrial natures.”

TRANSACTIONS OE THE LONDON LODGE, T. S.
We have been favoured with copies of Nos. 20 and 21 of the above. The 

former bears the attractive title “ Masters of "Wisdom,” and is the substance of 
an address by Mr. Bertram Keightley, with some supplementary remarks by

# “ An Introduction to the Study of the Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjali,” by G. C. 
Williams, F. T. S. Bombay Publication Fund, Bombay. Price 4 annas.

t Bombay Publication Fund. Price 6 annas.
+ “ A Short Empiiry concerning the Hermetic Art” (Vol. Ill of the Collec

tanea Her met lea). Edited by Dr. Wynn Westcott. Theosophical Pub. Bouses, 
London and New York. Price 2s. tic/.
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jlr.Shinett. Mr. K eightley introduces his subject with arguments based on 
evolutionary theories and then proceeds to show the characteristics one would 
expect in a Mahatma as the result o f a spiritual evolution. The question of 
evidence is then lightly  touched on in the abstract and in the concrete, and 
witnesses are cited from  M adam e Blavatsky in the past to Mrs. Besant to-day, 
in support of the existence o f Mahatmas.

Mr. Sinnett also calls witnesses, some of them from the dead, so to speak.
No. 21 is a useful paper by Mr. Scott Elliot on “ Vehicles of Conscious* 

ness,” dealing principally with the different Hhlcnlima bodies described in 
theosophical literature. A foot-note at the end of the paper informs the 
reader that “ the statements here made are all based on information he (the 
writer) has received from  those who can at will consciously function on both 
the Astral and Devachanic planes. And what is more, the information has 
been, as far as possible, checked and verified by others who have developed 
and arc developing, similar faculties.”

SfUKLA YA.TUB V E D A  W IT H  U V A T A ’S CO M M EN TARY*
Oriental scholars, even after a long and trying period of research, had at 

onetime almost despaired o f getting at this most ancient and valuable com
mentary on one of the im portant portions o f the Yajur Veda. But the world 
was not to lose such a valuable work, and Benares, one of the centres of Brah- 
minical learning, had the honor o f its discovery.

The importance of this work cannot be overrated. It is prior in date to 
Sayana, the now-well-known commentator o f all the Vedas. For Uvata seems 
to have lived about the tenth century A. D., in the reign of king Bhoja. To 
quote his own words, Uvata at the end of his famous commentary now under 
review, says : “ 1 salute the Rishis (seers of the Riks), &c. Then I who live in 
Avanti, (the modern U jjin ) made the commentary of the mantras when Bhoja 
held the sway”;— whereas Sayana lived only in the 13th century.

The only commentary now in general acceptation by Oriental scholars, 
is that of Dr. A. Weber.

GANARATNA MAHODADHI  OF VARDHAMAXA.+
This is a useful book. Panini and other grammarians have grouped certain 

words into Gunas or classes and named each Garui by the first word. Tire 
commentators here and there have enumerated the words in a particular 
iramt. Yardhamaua, who flourished in the 12tli century, (vide Preface to the 
book by Pundit Bhimasena, the Editor) made a valuable collection of these 
Ganas with the separate w ords under each. The book is invaluable to the 
Oriental scholar.

The usefulness of the book is enhanced by the Editor’s valuable alphabeti- 
1̂ index of words, a m odern device to facilitate reference. The index is a 

Dsehil addition to the ancient work.
The get-up and printing of the. book are very satisfactory.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
^ ¿ ‘e j ^ e v  T h e o lo f/ j/, by R ichard  Harte.

+ Toh m<i ° f Kiss° n Lil1 DoSS’ Book-seller, Kalkiigullee, Benares. Price Rs. 2-8. 
l{g 2 Bandit Bhimasena Sarin a, Proprietor, Saraswati Press, Allahabad.
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i&heodophica(

EUROPE.
L oxdox, June, 1894.

The European Head-quarters is now busy preparing for its fourth Annual 
Convention, which will probably ho the largest and most influential it has 
yet held. It is to take place on July 12th and 13th. A public lecture, deli
vered h}7 Mrs. Besant at S treat ham in the south-west of London, some 
time ago, caused a certain parson of the neighbourhood to rise in arms 
As this individual is very ignorant and has no ease whatever, repre
senting only the most bigoted kind of Low Church interest, he has adopted 
those methods of debate so dear to the hearts of the heroes “ of the cowards’ 
platform,” and monopolised, in his adverse lectures, the entire time to himself.
J. T. Campbell succeeded, on one of these occasions, by dint of great determina
tion, in wresting a paltry five minutes for questions at the end of a speech 
lasting an hour and a half. Though this clergyman has succeeded in crowding- 
out opposition at his lectures, he has not been so fortunate in the press, and 
one paper has most decidedly declared itself against him, much to the good 
of the Theosophical cause in Streatham. The interest aroused enabled our 
staunch old friends Herbert and Sidney Coryn to deliver a public lecture, 
which was well attended and aroused a lively discussion.

Lately we have had a visit from Mr. Peter de Abrew of Ceylon, who 
came over to champion the cause of the unsectarian schools under the aus
pices of the T. S. in Ceylon, which need extension, and to collect funds for that 
purpose. He secured the cooperation of several influential people and aroused 
considerable interest in the subject.

The Auglican Missionary Conference, which was held at St. James’ Hall, 
London, in the last week of May, brought into strong light many facts which 
have long been known as blemishes in the cause of foreign missions, and must 
have aroused unpleasant forebodings in the hearts of many of the ecclesi
astical luminaries who attended the Conference. The attack was all the more 
effective and serious in that it came, not as usual from the outside, but from 
the inside; a circumstance which shows that the missionary societies are at 
last beginning to awake to a sense of their own shortcomings, and to be shaken 
in their enormous self-assurance. Much discussion took place about the 
slave-trade, injudicious interference with the customs of natives, and the 
fruitlessness of missionary labour and expenditure. Though I should like to 
treat the topic more fully, I must here confine myself to two sample clippings 
from the Daily Chronicle for June 1st. Said Lord Stanmore, speaking with 
especial reference to F iji :

“ 11 y limited time forbids me to dwell on the working of missions on the two 
opposite lines of the introduction of European ways and the conservation of native 
habits. The visitor to the first would find, on emerging from the woods, a bare, 
cleared space, unrelieved by a single tree. Here, under the full glare of the sun, stand 
three or four rows of wooden frame huts, at some distance from each other, and so 
arranged as to form a species of street, the whole presenting a faint resemblance to a 
new Australian settlement. In the centre of the village is the cricket field, a deso
late expanse of dry earth, on one side of which is the church, a wooden barn-like 
building. If entered, it will be found filled with crazy benches, beyond them rises a 
huge octagonal pulpit, in which, if the day be Sunday, we shall find the native
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„liiiister arrayed in a greenish-black swallow-tail coat, a neckcloth, once white, and 
, pair of spectacles, which he probably does not need, preaching to a congregation, 

male portion of which is dressed in much the same maimer as himself, while the 
m̂en are dizened out in old battered hats or bonnets, and shapeless gowns like 
t̂iling dresses, or it may be in crinolines of an early type,”

And so on with other details, which certainly suggest rather the lan
guage of a satirist of religion than that of a professor thereof. In a leader in 
the same issue, the Daily Chronicle says:

“A Missionary meeting is too apt to be tlie occasion for somewhat flamboyant 
tongnitulations on tlio world-wide work which is going on for the conversion of hea
thendom. Tho ugly facts connected with the contact of civilised with so-called 
barbarous peoples—the introduction of drink, disease, and what Kingsley called 1 cheap 
clothes and nasty’—have been too frequently concealed in a flow of sentimental reli
gious verbiage. Unpleasant reality was forced recently upon the attention of tho 
feleyans by Dr. Lunn and Air. Price Hughes, supported by the strong allegations 
of Mr. Caine, who has closely observed missionary methods in India with a very 
distinct bias in their favour. But nothing that has been said by friend or foe of mis
sionary activity has been so damagiug as the remarkable statements made at the 
Missions Conference held this week in St. James’s Rail. We refer especially to the 
assertion of the Rev. R. P. Ashe, which no one in the hall ventured to contradict, 
that1 after a century of effort, the expenditure of many noble lives, as well as of 
some millions of money, the Church of England (extraordinary to say) has signally 
Med to establish one solitary or single native Church in any part of the world—that 
is to say, a Church self-governed, self-supporting, and expanding, or exhibiting any 
true signs of vitality as a Church.’ Air. Ashe added with truth that this was a tre
mendous indictment; hut his heart had long been on fire, and he was impelled to speak 
out, after having well weighed his words.”

That about the fruitlessness of a century of effort and expenditure reads 
more like “ Saladin” in the Agnostic Journal than a reverend gentleman 
addressing his fellows-in-arms.

The European Section of the T. S. has chartered three new branches since 
last letter, viz., in York, Margate, and Smedgebacken (Sweden); and applica
tions for membership of the Society have been coming in somewhat faster of 
late than usual. We welcome back from America E. T. Hargrove, who went 
tothe States as delegate to the Convention, and isnow among us working again. 
He General Secretary, G. E. S. Mead, has also come back to work, his rest 
and change of air having considerably recuperated him from the effects of 
fe overwork. Needless to say the Section is as glad as ho is himself to have 
lie General Secretary’s chair once more filled.

Mrs. Besant has delivered a good many lectures, including some given 
inring a tour to the Northern Lodges o f  England, in Manehestor, Liverpool, 
Bradford, etc. A  lecture was given at Islington under the auspices of the 
ôrth London Lodge, which will probably have the effect of increasing the 

Membership and sphere o f  activity o f  this Lodge, especially as it is about to 
Move into a new and much larger room; and another, on June 22nd, at 
■-tratford, London, E., under the auspices o f  the Adelphi Lodge.

Jesuitism is one of the evils with which Theosophy has had, and will have 
'"come into conflict with. Whether the picture of it in the Danish Magazine, 
hiid-eren, is overdrawn or not I cannot say, hut if I am unintentionally spread- 
'"K a calumny, 1 hope I may be corrected. The Review of Reviews iov Jane 

oil it ; “ Herr Nygard eives in his article a very pleasantly-written sum-
8
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mary of the salient features of the ex-Jesuit’s' exposition of the inhuman 
doctrines and educational methods of the Order to which for full thir-tecn years 
he belonged. The simple but certain means by which the disciples of Loyola 
paralyse the soul and deaden individuality is perhaps the best-known charac
teristic of the Order. . . . Systematically-, any liberty of feeling that the 
novice may not have wholly renounced on his admittance to the austere 
Brotherhood is slowly but surely conquered, and he becomes presently merely 
a flesh and blood automaton. . . . The mental strait-waistcoat which is to 
hinder all development of individuality is put on the novice for the space of 
two years, and never for a moment relaxed. Day after clay-, hour after hour, 
he goes through the tasks set him to do— never at any- one of them long enough 
for it to make an impression on his mind, the abrupt ceasing of it and trans
ference to some other small and unexpected task effectually- nipping any im
pression it might make in the bud.” Then follow details as to this system of 
subjection and suppression, which, blighting though it is at first, must eventu- 
tually bring about its own destruction.

Success to the teachings of the old Wisdom-Religion ! Magna eat veritas, 
at preemlebit! Ignorant, blind, brutal fanaticism may try to shout down the 
truth and deny it away, but what can the Roman Catholic Church, whose 
policy is to admit the facts of history- and recognise “ miracles” even in our 
day, say ? To solve this difficult problem w-e must have recourse to the lite
rary organs of that Church. The Bombay Catholic B.caminer has an article 
on Theosophy which is quoted in the Weekly Register (London). The biblio
graphy of Occultism is desci’ibed as enormous, and a list of the chief books 
and magazines is given. The writer admits nearly- everything advanced by- 
Mrs. Besant in her lectures. He cannot deny the multiplicity of religions, 
and the existence in all of the same exalted ethical teachings; he avows the 
universal prevalence of thaumaturgy ; and the occult power and holiness of 
other Adepts than Jesus he is forced to concede. But then he has one argu
ment to fall back upon, o'tie refuge to which he can fly-. “ We do not 
dispute about the reality of facts, we only say-, if the performances of 
these doctors be true, they- are certainly not new.” “ Magic, arts and heresy 
went hand in hand of old, as at the present day-. Christianity has over
come the ‘ occult arts’ of Apollonius and Simon M agus; it need not, 
therefore, be afraid of the present occultism. To its strange mysteries 
and dismal preternatural influences it opposes the effiacious truths of the 
Gospel, the consoling supernatural efficacy- of the true Faith, the sublime 
my-stery of suffering and sacrifice.” Here then is the position, short and 
terse, for the benefit of enquirers : the Romish Church admits nearly- all our 
contentions ; consoles herself by adducing our chief argument—that the teach
ings are old; and Anally perches the old Gospel on the top of all, like a ban
tam cock on the dome of a temple.

II. T. E.

IN D IA.
Since I wrote last, Mr. Iv. Narayanaswamier has visited Chidambaram, a 

place in Southern India celebrated for its shrine. Tt is a strong centre of Brah- 
minical orthodoxy, and a visit from our brother was highly necessary-. Bro. M. 
Singaravalu Modeliar, Sub-Assistant Inspector of Schools of that range, did 
everything to arrange for the lectures, and Mr. K. N. Iyer, with his usual 
earnestness exhorted the audience to spiritual work. Ilo was to go last
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;iin'.day
to Trivady, another seat o f strong Brahminical influence in the Tanjorc 

?Ûrict* and deliver lectures on Theosophy and the Theosophical Society, 
^ o u t lie  whole bran ch -v is itin g  has been fairly kept up by our brother in 
^ e i ’ii India, while in the K orth  Eros. P. N . Sinlia, K. Ch. Gupta have been 

• their best to spread T heosophy in th eir provinces.
The members o f the C alcutta  Branch have been doing excellent work. 

pr Kakhal Ch. Sen and others have established an Anglo-Vedic School to 
mcet the requirements o f the com in g  generation.

Though this institution is not a branch o f the T. S., yet the prominent 
members who have founded  it and take interest in it are our best members, 
¿ny useful work for  the g ood  o f  hum anity, done by any Society in any name, 
lias the sympathy and support o f the T. S.

A. Theosophical Debating Club was form ed in Jallandhur on the 1st of 
Jay. with 18 members. T heosophical subjects are read and discussed, and the 
members of the local branch  help this Association greatly. Mr. Saman Mall, 
the President of the “ H . P. B. Sanskrit S ch ool” at Jallandhur, reports that two 
competent lady teachers have been appointed to teach Hindi needle-work, and 
¿8 girls and 4 widows attend the class. The school has wide field of work, 
and if it is managed prudently , the institution will become a practical work
ing centre. Miss F. H . M uller is its patron, and the further development of 
this school depends upon her co-operation, suggestion and direction.

The Pariah School opened b y  the President-Founder in Urur has now 
nearly 60 students, o f avIiich 1 0  are girls. Jt is managed very well by the 
Pariah community, and w ill, in course o f time, become a good educational 
centre for the helpless, dow n-trodden Pariahs.

Airs. Besant leaves L on d on  fo r  Australia on the 27th of this month and 
fill be in India in tim e to  attend the Convention. From an article eontri- 
hnted by her to some A m erican  paper, it becomes clear that she will make 
India her home for som e tim e and help Countess Wachtmeister in her grand 
project of establishing a home fo r  w idows in Allahabad.

The Students’ Theosophic Class at Madanapalle is doing good work and 
»are the other associations in Patna, M ozuiferpore, Ac.

P. R. V.

A U S T R A L A S IA .

Airs. Besant’s p roposed  visit to  this country will certainly create more 
'"pint in the local T heosophical centres, and the result will be that a Section 
"ill be formed soon. T he A ustralasian branches require a sectional fede- 
t̂ion, as otherwise they cannot read ily  and conveniently meet the growing 
n̂ancls of Theosophical enquirers. For' the present, they have to corres

pond with the H ead-quarters at A d y a r  w h ich  is many miles away, and busi
es is, therefore, not as p rom p tly  con d u cted  as it could he if Australasia had 
1(8 own Section.

Anew branch lias been form ed  in C hrist Church, Kcw Zealand, through 
^exertions of Mr. W . D. M eers and others. The branch consists now of 

members and has g o o d  prospects o f theosophic work before it.
Dr. E. G. Edelfeldt, Ph . D., r. t . s., o f the Rockhampton Branch, recently 

»̂tributeda series o f articles to  a local paper on Theosophy and the work of 
Ihcosophical Society'. T hey w ere excellen tly  written and produced such a

N  iimpression on the Editor of the paper that he lias reviewed the views of
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our brother very favourably. The Doctor is one of our best members in 
Rockhampton, and if ever the Australasian Section is formed, lie will become 
one of the most ardent workers in that remote place.

The May Bank Branch at Melbourne has surrendered its charter and the 
members of this Lodge have joined the “  Melbourne T. S.” Two bi’anclies in 
the same place were of no real necessity and lienee the present amalgamation.

Bro. Wilton Hack of the Melrose T. S. centre has started a most useful 
association by the name of “ Mount Remarkable Village Association,” whose 
object is co-operative w’ork,—industrial, social, moral and philosophical. Bro. 
Welton Hack has in view a more enlarged sphere of work in connection 
with this Association, and it is hoped lie will be assisted by all lovers of altru
istic work.

8. R.

CUTTINGS AND COMMENTS.
The following interesting paragraph we borrow 

Floods, Mosaic from “  Echoes of Science”  in the Madras Mail. Though 
and otherwise, short, it is very suggestive and contains the pith of a 

good many unsettled argum ents.”
“ Suess, in ‘ Das Antlitz der Erde,’ and Neumayer, in ‘ Erdesgeschiclite,’ 

have attempted to show that the Mosaic account of the Deluge was copied with 
little change from an original Assyrian version, and that it was a local flood 
which took place in the plains of the Tigris and Euphrates, not in the valley 
of the Jordan. In a recent number of Natur Wochensclirift, however, Herr 
Richard Hening tries to prove that a general flood took place in the Ice Age 
during the Quaternary Period. Many facts, such as evidences of glaciation 
and lowering of temperature, found in the rocks and in sagas and myths, as 
well as the vast extension of a great lake in the Far West of America, whoso 
level was 1,000 feet above that of the Salt Lake, go to prove that floods ac
companied the retreat of the glaciers. Countries in warmer latitudes, for 
example the Sahara, were converted into seas and swamps, or were locally 
flooded. Isolated lauds kept clear of the inundation, for instance Egypt; 
but we may remind Herr Hening that, according to Herodotus, Egypt was 
formerly in great part a marsh. It is curious to note, in connection with the 
glacial theory, that an old Aryan tradition tells of the ‘ Aryans’ having been 
driven from their original seat by the country becoming colder and the 
winter longer. The German flood saga tells that * the floods of the north came 
far from their home, and were turned into ice, and the ice stood still, and the 
mist which hung over it froze.’ The sun warmed the drops, however, and 
Ymir, of Hrimthursen, the frost giant in the form of a man, was born. Bors 
killed the giant and his blood drowned the race of Hrimthursen except Bur- 
gelmir, who, in a boat, saved himself and wife, and from them sprang the 
new race of Hrimthursen.”

** #
Mr. Harte’s W e hope next month to give in our Iieineiv column
new hook. a detailed notice o f Mr. Richard H arte’s new book— 

“ The New T h eology ,”  meanwhile we quote from his 
Freface the very curious difference o f  opinion exhibited by two rcligi*
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journals as to the merits of this author’s previous book— “  Lay 
ĵo-ion.” The one represents the tolerant and advanced Christian ; 

t[je other—the bigoted and narrow-minded church-goer :—

Christian Union.
«A most interesting and what some 

i0Uld call breezy volume of letters 
religious and scriptual subjects, 

L  recently been written by Mr. 
¿chard Hartc and published by 
{[r E. W. Allen. The topics treated 
¡ipon take a wide range and cover 
almost every phase o f debatable 
(round on questions Biblical and 
Yimous that are exercising the at- 
tention of scholars and thinkers. Not
withstanding the ultra-rationalistic 
¡lid socialistic tendencies o f the 
author, he is, judging from the nature 
of his letters on ‘ Lay Religion,’ him
self a truth-seeker. The work cannot 
fail to be read with advantage by 
divinity students, and will afford 
Christian ministers much thought for 
reflection and discussion.”

Church Bells.
“  The author of this book speaks 

(in the last line of it) of his ‘ poor 
ability.’ It is certainly very poor in
deed. The book is a concoction of 
rubbish from beginning to end. To be 
ignorant is pardonable, but not to 
know that one is ignorant is fatal. 
The latter position seems to be that 
of the author. There is a ‘ cocksure
ness’ about the entire volume, which 
is the best proof of its worthlessness. 
The author states that his book 
professes merely to present in a some
what rambling manner, an impres
sionai view of certain great questions.’ 
Truly the manner is rambling enough 
and to spare. It is the very weakest 
book we have ever read in the whole 
course of our lives.”

Truly, as Mr. H arte says, when religious experts differ in this 
way, wise laymen ju d ge  fo r  themselves.

* #
Relative sen- W e  extract the fo llow in g  from Nature :—
utility of Men “ Francis Galt-on has investigated this subject, using
and Women■ W eber’s well-known test, in which the person experimented

upon is asked to distinguish a double pricking sensation 
from a single one, the points of a pair of compasses, held at different dis
tances apart-, being used for the purpose. I f a and b are respectively the 
smallest distances of the points at which two pei’sons can distinguish the 
doubleness of the sensation, then the relative obtuseness of the persons may
be expressed by the ra t io « ,: h, and conversely b : a denotes their relative sen
sitivity. Experiments on 932 men and 377 women show that the former are 
more sensitive than the latter in the ratio of 7 to (5. Women, however, vary 
in their sensitivity' much more than men, the variability being about as 8 to 
o This may be accounted for partly by the fact that women vary more than 
Ben in the exercise of sustained attention, but it is largely an actual difference.
ômen seem to be more variable than men in various other ways; for in

stance, in stature, obesity-, and morality'. Should anyone desire to make ex
periments for himself in this direction, Galton advises the use of the cheap form 
d bow compasses in use by carpenters. The legs arc connected not by a joint 
^  by a spring that tends to separate them, and they are brought to
gether by turning a screw. The distance of the points is easily measured on 
Separate scale.”

** *
A prospectus o f another proposed Oriental Library 

has reached us from Calcutta. Combined with the 
Library is to be a Society for “ the cultivation of 
Aryan wisdom.” It is o f course evident that the 
“ Bhagavad Library” and the Society bearing the

Another
Cental
library.
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above title are the result of the influence o f the Theosophical Society, 
and as imitation is said to be the sincerest form of flattery, we may 
feel assured that the founders o f these new institutions are warm 
admirers of our own Society and hearty sympathisers with its work. 
Let a spirit of generous emulation prevail among these different Socie
ties for the uprising of India’s people and for the dissemination of 
her wisdom, and before long the work that they collectively shall 
accomplish, will produce results whose influence shall be felt long 
after the present workers have entered upon their rest.

** *
Light, reproduces from a journal called Fellowship, 

A New Psalm the following lines. As the editor rightly remarks, 
of Life. “ the perfection o f simplicity, they will yet bear slow 

reading and pondering.”  W e gladly copy them for 
readers of the Theosophist.

I. 111.
Out of the Unseen 
Comes the Earth-mother, 
Talks to her children.
Sings and delights them,
Tells them of flowers,
Pale stars of sunshine.
Shows them things hidden 
Her gold and her jewels, 
Teaches them wisdom 
Then, as shedeaves them 
With a kiss passes 
Into the Unseen.

I I .

Away from the sunlight 
Its warmth and its splendour, 
Turneth the round world 
Tired and sleepy,
Like a child seeking 
Best on its pillow.
Sleepeth the day’s eye ?
Not for a moment !
And in the morning 
Passes the earth-child 
Into the sunlight.

Out of the Unseen 
Cometh the Christ-child,
Sun of the Father,
Growing in manhood.
On the Earth’s bosom 
Seeks he his brothers 
Toils in the workshops 
Sharing their sorrows 
Telling them always 
Of the All-Father,
Passing through death again 
Into the Unseen.

IV.
From the All-Father,
Came we at birth-time 
Through the thick darkness 
Into this strife-world;
That through temptation, 
Pain, self-denial,
And death, we might enter 
Into the true life ;
With joy returning 
Through the dark curtain 
Back to the Father.

*
*  *

Old World The following statement from the Manchester Times,
u-onders. if true, need not take us altogether by surprise.

“ It is reported that an English office!*, named Harrington, has discovered 
ill India a working telephone between the two temples of Pauj about a mile 
apart. The system is said to have been in operation at Pauj for over 2,000 
years. In this connection the Electrical World observes, that Egyptolo
gists have found unmistakable evidence of wire communications between
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jomeoftlie temples of the earlier Egyptian dynasties; lmt whether these 
served a telegraphic, telephonic, or other purposes, is not known.”

Occultism w ould  certainly suffer nothing by its presentation in the 
garb ot applied science, and after all it would not be very surprising to 
find that the secret sciences possessed by the Aryan Rishis and some 
of their priestly descendants, had taken practical form in the originals 
ofsomeof our so-called  “ M odern inventions.” The world had pro
cessed through indefinite centuries o f  human effort when the wisdom 
of Solomon declared that there was “  nothing new under the sun,” 
and who can say that the law o f  cyclic evolution may not have set our 
feet at this day upon the very old ground of telephonic and other 
electrical phenom ena? M ay w e not, in short, have stumbled upon 
some of the hidden kn ow led ge  o f  the ancient adepts o f occultism ?

=** *
In these days when the pages o f even the lead- 

fjif Salvation ing and m ost h igh-toned  reviews and magazines are 
Anwj and d isfigured by the advertiser’s leaflet and gaudy illus- 

Jdintisements- tration, it is refreshing to learn that the Salvation Army 
will have none o f  them. The Indian Messenger informs 
us that :—

“The Salvation Avmy publishes thirty-seven foreign newspapers in seven
teen d if fe r e n t  languages. Altogether there are forty-three newspapers, with 
a total yearly circulation of 537,720,000. The Army does not accept outside 
advertisments. General Booth said at Exeter Hall that he had lately an 
offer from an eminent advertising firm of 7,000?. per annum for one page of the 
British liar Cry, which he (the General) was to be allowed to select, " and 
if we would consent to take other advertisments, we might have 14,000?. a year 
tor one page; and for one page in the whole of our If hr Cries we have been 
offered 30,000?. a year. ”

** *
M rs. Besant, w riting apparently to an American 

•1 Home for paper, g ives  the fo llow in g  information, which we copy 
Widows. from  a reprint given  in the Indian Mirror. W e trust 

the in form ation  is accurate, for the Indian Mirror is not 
always to be relied on , even as regards Theosophical news: the 
Kumbha Mela incident to  wit.

“ American readers may be interested in knowing that one of the plans 
c°unected with the establishment at Allahabad of a Theosophical head-epmr- 
r̂sfor the North-West and the North of India is that of a home for widows, 
ûntess Wachtmeister is to be the founder of this centre, and will reside 

and I hope also to make there such fragmentary rest as 1  may he per
muted to have in my vagrant life. Site has already consulted some Brah- 
âns of influence as to the establishment, of such a home, and they have given 

^scheme their approval. It is proposed to place a Brahman lady at the 
"d of the home, and to train the young windows as nurses, teachers, per

il's as doctors, so that they may go into Hindu homes, carrying help that 
^  noe *̂-M. This is a service that Theosophy hopes to do to our Aryan 

Hindus are beginning to understand that Theosophy is the ancient
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wisdom-religion, of which their own great religion, is the first offshoot among 
world-religions and, therefore, members of the Theosopliical Society can do 
them services, which would be rejected from other hands.”

** *
Lord Coleridge By the death o f  Lord Coleridge, the opponents

and o f  vivisection have lost a powerful supporter. An
Vivisection. Englishman writing on Lord C oleridge’s services to 

the cause o f  humanity, says—
“ The late Lord Chief Justice was an active opponent of all forms of 

cruelty to animals ; but besides opposing fashionable crimes, he especially 
attacked vivisection, as being the most unjust, the most cowardly, and the 
most cold-blooded, of all cruelties conceivable.”

W e make the following extract from  the pamphlet in which Lord 
Coleridge advocates “  the strongest law ,”  absolutely forbidding the 
practice :—

“ I must......be permitted to say how loose and vague are the notions of
evidence which, so far as T know them, pervade the writings of men of science 
on this question......No fair man, I think, can fail to be struck with the un
certainty—a different point from inutility—of the conclusions to which vivi
section has conducted those who practise it. The conclusions are doubted, 
are disputed, are contradicted by the vivisectors themselves, so that it really is 
not experiment to verify or disprove theory, which one well conducted and 
crucial experiment might do, but experiment in vacuo, experiment on the 
chance, experiment in pursuit of nothing in particular, but of anything 
that may turn up in the course of a hundred thousand vivisections and during 
the course of a life devoted to them. This is the experiment for which liberty 
is claimed and the unfettered pursuit of which we are called very hard names 
for objecting to.”

The late Lord Chief Justice o f  England, denying that knowledge 
is an end which justifies all means o f  gaining it, further says in the 
pamphlet referred to above :—

“ Suppose it capable of proof that by putting to death with horrible tor
ture 4,000 horses you could find out the real nature of some feverish symptom, 
I should say without the least hesitation that it would be unlawful to torture 
the 0,000 horses. There is no proportion between the end and the means. 
Next, the moment you touch man, it is admitted that the formula breaks down. 
No one doubts that to cut up a hundred men and women would enlarge the 
bounds of knowledge as to the human frame more speedily and far more widely 
than to torture a thousand dogs or ten thousand cats . . . .  The moment you 
come to distinguish between animals and men you consent to limit the 
pursuit of knowledge by considerations not scientific but m oral; and it is bad 
logic, and mere yetitio yrineiyii, to assume (which is the very point at issue) 
that these considerations avail for man but not for the animals.”
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FIN AN C LAL STATEMENT.
I beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following donations 

awl subscriptions since the 20th of June, 1804.
A nniversary F ind. es. a. p.

p. D. Meers, Christchurch, Annnal dues of 7 Members . . 12 11 0
Head-quarters F und.

\\\ D. Meers, Charter for the Christchurch Branch of the T. S. 18 2 0
., Entrance Fees of 5 Members .............. 22 10 o

L. Hart, Melbourne, ,. „  7 „   :J2 t> 0
Miss G. H. Minet, „ „ „ 1 „ .............. 0 7 o
Dr. Anantharai Natliji Mehta, Knndla . . ......................... 21 0 o

S uspense F und. 
Amount previously acknowledged 
T. JI. Sundram Pillay, Udamalpet

Anvar, 20ih July, 1804.

7,028 8 0 
K* 0 o

Sven Eyde.n,
Ay. Trctixnrer. T. S.

T E E  T. S. ACCOUNTS.
Thefollowing is the report of the Auditors appointed by Resolution of last 

Convention, oil the above accounts, from 20th March to doth June.
“ As resolved in the Convention of December 1893. we beg to report that 

the accounts of the Theosopliical Society for the period 20th March to 30tli 
June 1894 have been 'carefully examined by’ us and they were found correct. 
Vouchers have been taken from parties to whom payments have been made, 
and all bazaar purchases and payments to household servants have been sign
ed by Col. Olcott himself. (8d.) C. Sambiaii.

„ R. Rux<;a Row."
The statement of accounts appended to above report can be seen at the 

Head-quarters.

COL. OLCOTT.
The President-Founder writes from London of his safe arrival after a 

pleasant passage by sea and land. A t Marseilles he was met on landing by 
Dr. Pascal, f.t.s., and Mme. Pascal, two of our most estimable French col
leagues, and all three called on the Venerable Baron Spedalieri, r. T. s., now hi 
his eighty-second year yet still hale and liearty. The strong mutual attach
ment betweeu him and Col. Olcott made the visit accordingly’ pleasant and joy
ous. In Paris, the President met Mrs. Bcsant and Miss F. H. Muller and put up 
at the same hotel, where M. Arnold. Captain Cournies, Mme. Kolly.M. Bail and 
our other kind friends and colleagues were extending to Mrs. B. a generous 
hospitality. She gave two lectures in the French language, on ‘‘ Theosophy" 
ond“ The Pilgrimage of the Soul," a most difficult task for a foreigner, yet 
ono which she performed so well as to charm her two large audiences. At the 
*oooud lecture—at the palace of Lady’ Caithness. Ducliesse de Pomar, Col. 
-doott presided. The great hall-room seats 7>7<l persons on such occasions. 
*ud every chair was occupied hv an invited guest. Our party crossed over 
0bomlon ou the night of the 13th June and reached their destination on the
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next morning, thoroughly fatigued after a sleepless land journey and a bois. 
terous crossing of the Channel. Col. Olcott has been temporarily the guest 
of Miss Müller at her family mansion in Portland Place. He presided on the 
evening of the 14th June at the regular weekly meeting of the Blavatsky Lodge, 
and was warmly greeted on taking the chair. The paper of the evening, by 
Mr. Machell, f . t . s ., was able and elicited a spirited discussion, which was 
synthesized at the close by Mrs. Besant in her own peculiar and matchless 
style of oratory.

Later advices inform us that Col. Olcott has just been on a visit to Ber
lin, where he was the guest of Dr. Hubbe Schleiden.

THE ADYAR LIBRARY.
The following books have been added to the above Library during the 

last two months:—
Donated :—Suklayajurveda with Uvata’s Commentary from Babu Satku- 

mara Mukerji, Berhampore; Amibhiitirivaranddarsa (4 copies) from the 
Editor ; Rigreda Sandhydvandana from Mr. A. K. Sitarama Sastry ; Rdmatd- 
panyupanishad, Malulndrdyanopanishad with Commentaries from Dewan 
Bahadur S. Subramanier, Mylapur ; Vedanta sura. ( Vishishtddvaita) from Mr. 
A. Narayanasastry, Kumbakonam ; Archaeological iSurrey of Ceylon (7 parts) 
from the Government Record-keeper, Ceylon ; Dvaitanirnaya (portion 
only) from Mr. A. Mahadevasastry, Mysore; Ganaratmimahodadhi from 
Pandit Bhimasena Surma, Editor ; ITastrydyurreda, (Ho. 26 Anandasrama 
Series for half-price) from the Editor; Outlines of Muhdydna Studies in Bud
dhism; The Theosophicul Forum (Yol. Y) from Mr. W. Q. Judge ; Arthasangraha 
of liokdkshin ; Lighting Sun for the World (Islam) ; Jaimini Sutras icith Com
mentary (Gyotisha.)

R. A naxthakrishna Sastry,
Fand.it.

AMERICAN SECTION.
On April 27th a Charter was issued to the St. John T. S., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

On May 31st Charters were issued to the Gilroy T. S., Gilroy, Calif., and 
to the Denver T. S., Denver, Colo. On June 8th a Charter was issued to the 
Harmony Lodge T. S., Los Angeles, Calif.

The Gray’s Harbour T. S., Hoquiam, Wash., and the Lotus T. S., Kear
ney, Neb., had their Charters revoked by order of Convention, they being vir
tually dead.

The Sarasvati T. S. and the ViasaT. S. in New Orleans, La., have consoli
dated under the title of the New Orleans T. S.

The present number of Branches upon the American roll is 88.
W i l l i a m  Q . J u d g e , 

Gene rad Secretary.

EUROPEAN SECTION.
A Charter has been issued to 5 members of the T. S. at Margate, England, 

to form a lodge under the name of “ Margate Lodge” T. S.
G. R. S. M ead,

General Secretary.

AUSTRALASIA.
The Maybank Branch of the T. S. at Melbourne has returned its Charter 

and consolidated with the Melbourne Branch, Melbourne, Victoria.
N ew  Z ealand .

The “ Christ Church T. S.” has received its Charter and is the I3tli 
Branch of the Theosophical Society in the Australian Colonies. Five applicants 
united with two members-at-large in the request for a Charter, and the Branch 
thus begins with 7 members. S. R.

Printed by T hompson and Co ., in the Theosophist department of the Minerva 
Fress, Madras, and published for the Proprietors by the Business Mana
ger, Mr. T. V ijia  R agiiava C iiarlu , at Adyar, Madras.


